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How to Navigate the Magazine

At the bottom of each page of the magazine you will see a navigation bar
with 7 buttons. The buttons have these functions:

Arrows: There are left and right facing arrows on either end of the
toolbar buttons. Mouse clicking on either of these will turn your pages
forward or backwards.

TOC: Clicking on the TOC button wherever you happen to be in the
magazine will take you back to the table of contents page.

Zoom In: Clicking on the button with the small magnifying glass will
zoom in to the top of that page. Use the “page down” key on your
keyboard to move down to the bottom half of that page.

Zoom Out: Clicking on this button will take you from a zoomed single
page to the double page view. OR simply place your cursor in the left
margin of the single page and click to return to double page view.

Cover: Clicking on the “house” will take you to the cover.

Find: Clicking on “magnifying glass” button will allow you to do
a full search of the magazine.

Welcome to your Qmags edition of
Control Solutions International

Your Qmags edition of Control Solutions International immediately follows this

Alternatively, you may use the standard Acrobat Reader tools located in
the toolbar above the magazine pages to navigate through the magazine or
adjust many of the custom settings available.

TOC
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introductory letter. Just read the simple instructions below to learn how
to navigate your Qmags Edition and enjoy its special enhancements.
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© 2003 Banner Engineering Corp., Minneapolis, MN

U-GAGE®: Banner’s 
Industry-leading
Technology
for Ultrasonic
Sensors

Extremely Accurate
Measurement
� Ranges from 30 mm to 8 m.
� Sensing resolution from 0.1% to 0.25% of

sensing distance.
� Sophisticated microprocessor control ensures

consistent performance.
� Temperature compensated models available. 

Incredibly Easy to Use
� Fast push-button

programming of custom
sensing windows.

� Can be programmed
remotely via TEACH
wire.

� Configuration for direct
liquid level control available.

Amazingly Versatile
� Microprocessor sets an infinite number of

ranges and sensing windows.
� One model can replace hundreds of older

style ultrasonics.
� Variety of analog and discrete outputs

available.
� Unique housing styles and mounting

options for your application.

Solve Difficult Sensing Problems
� Inherently immune to color differences and

light interference.
� Designed to survive hostile environments.
� Ideal for clear material applications.

Learn more at:
www.bannerengineering.com/ugage

bannerengineering.com

Introducing 
ultrasonic sensors
that think as well 

as they hear.
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^ 26.Don’t blame the control system before 
checking your smart transmitters

^ 29.Mechanical factors often take center stage in
prox selection

^ 31.Corporate Profiles

Batch Control
^ 12.Special Report
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All prices are U.S. list/publication prices. AutomationDirect’s prices are from Volume 8 Desk Addendum
August 2003. Prices and specifications may vary by dealer and configuration. Allen-Bradley sensor prices
from Publication C114-PL001C-EN-P November 2002.  Prices subject to change without notice.

AutomationDirect         Competition
Proximity Sensors

AutomationDirect wins!

AutomationDirect Allen-Bradley
PD1-AP-1F 871C-D1NP5-P3

$31.00 $92.00

AK1-AN-1A 872C-DH5NN18-E2

$19.00 $66.00

VK1-A0-1B 872C-A5N18-A2

$27.00 $77.00

CT1-AN-1A 875C-D10NN30-A2

$64.00 $150.00

5 mm three-wire DC
shielded with pico Q/D

18 mm three-wire 
NPN DC shielded 
with 2 m cable

18 mm AC shielded 
with 2 m cable

30 mm shielded 
capacitive with 
2 m cable

An automatic control system would be useless without sensors that provide the
information necessary to make process decisions. AutomationDirect has the
proximity, photoelectric, limit switches and encoders you need to sense the
presence and position of objects in a variety of applications. Our high-quality
switches come from high-tech manufacturers with years of experience 
developing and supplying reliable sensors under their own name and several
brand names.

· Inductive and capacitive technology
· 3 mm to 30 mm round with standard 

sensing distance
· 8 mm to 30 mm round with double/

triple sensing distance 
· Rectangular formats 
· Stainless steel round models
· AC and DC supply voltages available
· 2-, 3-, and 4-wire output configurations
· Embedded cable and quick-disconnect styles

· 18 mm threaded round, metal or plastic with diffuse, polarized retroreflective, 
through-beam or background suppression sensing 

· Fiber optic capability
· Straight or right-angle  optics
· Rectangular formats with diffuse, retroreflective, through-beam or background 

suppression sensing
· 5 mm threaded round in diffuse or through-beam styles
· 12 mm models offer teach-in calibration mode

· Incremental models from 3 to 2,500 pulses per revolution
· Absolute models from 32 to 1,024 pulses per revolution

· IEC switches with eight standard actuators 
· Heavy-duty die-cast aluminum models
· Double-insulated PBT non-metal body models

· Miniature PBT non-metal body models
· Six interchangeable combinations of 

contact blocks

These highly reliable encoders perform angle, length-measuring, and position sensing in major industrial
machinery and equipment worldwide.

For  current specifications and pricing, check out our catalog or
go online at www.automationdirect.com/sensors

Starting at

Starting at

Starting at

Starting at Circle 1 on Control Solutions International RS Card
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Shop Online at
omega.comSM

Over 100,000
Products Online!

What’s       at omega.comWhat’s       at omega.com ®

203-359-1660203-359-1660
International Phone:

203-359-7700203-359-7700
International Fax:

www.omega.com
info@omega.com

www.omega.ca
info@omega.ca

www.omegaeng.nl
sales@omegaeng.nl

www.omegaeng.cz
info@omegashop.cz

www.omega.fr
sales@omega.fr

www.omega.de
info@omega.de

www.omega.co.uk
sales@omega.co.uk

www.omega.com
espanol@omega.com

© COPYRIGHT 2004 OMEGA ENGINEERING INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

No.

Featuring the Latest Technology and New Products in
Temperature Measurement and Control

FREEFREE
Request your

copy today!

� Thermocouples
� RTD’s
� Thermistors
� Infrared 
� Embedded Internet

Controllers
� Paperless

Recorders
� Test Equipment
� Calibration

Services
� Handheld

Instruments
� New Connector

Designs
� Thermocouple

Wire
� Data Acquisition
� Humidity
� Transmitters
� Panel Meters and

Displays
� Technical Books

and Articles

controllerdepot.com

FREE! CD-ROM contains complete
OMEGA® Library & Technical Data

Handbook Cover Art: Reproduced by permission of the Norman Rockwell Family Agency, LLC
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COVER:
Today’s automated batch control systems can offer end users improvements in product

quality, reduced cycle time, and overall return on investment. Shown is such a system
as applied at Harpoon Brewery—New England's largest craft brewer—located in
Boston, MA.  Harpoon installed a DeltaV automation system, from Emerson Process
Management,  to help it improve its brew house production efficiency and consisten-
cy without sacrificing its well-known hand-crafted quality. For more on the DeltaV, go
to  www/EasyDeltaV.Com. For more on current trends in batch control technology, turn to the article that begins on p 12.
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Put the“engine” back into engineering. Take the
hottest new industrial plant software out for a
spin. You’ve heard how the ArchestrA™ software
architecture accelerates application development.
How it significantly increases scalability, flexibility

and efficiency. Now test drive
it for yourself—at home or
anywhere, anytime you want—
with our free online demo.
Rev up your engineering skills
by completing FactorySuite A2™

examples Built on ArchestrA™. 

Wait until you get your hands on ArchestrA
technology. You’ll not only accelerate application
development , you’ll increase your edge
whether you’re an automation or information
engineer, SI, VAR or OEM. Pull out in front of
the pack. Shift your career—and all your
industrial apps—into high gear. With ArchestrA
technology under the hood, there’s no limit to
what you can do. Where you’ll go. Or how fast
you’ll get there. So start your engines at
www.invensys.com/ArchestrA.

ENGINEERS WANTED.

Fire up the PC today and test drive
ArchestrA technology online.

at www.invensys.com/ArchestrA

ON-LINE

©2004 Invensys Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. ArchestrA, Built on ArchestrA, Wonderware, FactorySuite, FactorySuite A2, APV, Avantis, Eurotherm, Foxboro, SimSci-Esscor and Triconex are trademarks of Invensys plc, its subsidiaries and affiliated companies.
All other brands may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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MAY
12-16 ITM 2004: 18th Malaysian Intl Tradefair,

Putra World Trade Center, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, itm@

oesallworld.com.

16-19 World Batch Forum, Chicago, IL, www.wbf.org

JUNE
16-18 Design Engineering & Manufacturing Solutions,

Tokyo, Japan, 81 3 3349 8501, www.reedexpo.co.jp/dms

15-18 Automatica, New Munich Trade Fair Centre,

Germany, http://www.automatica-muenchen.de/

{events}
Hannover Fair includes Interkama, 
Factory Automation, plus much more

This year In-

terkama has been

combined with

the Hannover Fair

2004 to create a

truly blockbuster

event. Also adding to the excitement will be seven more shows:

Factory Automation, Digital Factory, Surface Technology plus

PCE Powder Coating Europe, MicroTechnology, Subcontracting,

Energy, and Research & Technology. The show will bring 6,150

exhibitors to more than 344,000 visitors. It all takes place in Han-

nover from Monday through Saturday, 19-24 April 2004.

INTERKAMA+ is set to play its part as a catalyst for growth

as the EU trends towards expansion from 15 to 25 member states.

Historically a Düsseldorf-based, standalone event, this trade fair

for the process industry will this year debut under the Hannover

Fair, generating synergy benefits between the production au-

tomation and process automation display areas.

The Fieldbus FOUNDATION™ and Hannover Messe are

planning a major exhibition of FOUNDATION™ technology and

applications at Interkama 2004. In addition to the live device

“Wall of Fame,” member host system kiosks and “Solutions

Centre,” an extensive program of key events and activities are

planned. The Fieldbus Foundation will hold its European End

User Council (EEUC) meeting on Wednesday 21st April, to

which end users, systems integrators and engineering contrac-

tors are invited to attend. EUC meetings provide a vendor-neu-

tral forum in which end users can discuss technology issues,

share implementation experiences, exchange practical tips and

voice any concerns.

For details, visit http://www.hfusa.com or http://

www.hannovermesse.de. ■■■

Be a Leader ...

... with Softing‘s 
Know-how and Experience

Competence in Automation

Softing AG
Industrial Automation
Richard-Reitzner-Allee 6 
D-85540 Haar (Germany)
Contact Europe and Asia:
Phone : +49 (89) 4 56 56-340
info.automation@softing.com
www.softing.com
Contact USA:
Phone : +1 978  499 9650
info.usa@softing.com
www.softing.us

By counting on Softing,
you select the premier 
communication solution that
already powers a huge 
number of field devices on
the marketplace.

Our proven and certified
stacks for Field Devices or
Link Masters feature even
the most recent Fieldbus 
enhancements.
■ Modular and scalable
architectures for all design
options.
■ State-of-the-art 
engineering that meets your
requirements and reduces 
integration time.

Softing is also a well-known
supplier of high-performance
Fieldbus components.

Our  latest innovation inclu-
des a FF Linking Device,
the world's first Linking
Device supporting the com-
plete set of features specified
by the Fieldbus Foundation.
Its advanced and system-
independent Design allows
■ extendet communication
throughput in any control 
architecture and
■ brings unprecedented flex-
ibility to your system design.

Contact us.
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into the ArchestrA® software
architecture, you’ll gain maximum
room for future growth— while
benefiting from high engineering
productivity and application
software re-use.

More functionality. Higher productivity. Future-ready.
Low bundled price point. It doesn’t take a rocket
scientist to see why Wonderware is the intelligent
choice everywhere.

Seeing is believing. Visit promos.wonderware.com/5C3
for a presentation that will change the way you view
panels and tablets. Then, take the next giant step and 
call your local Wonderware distributor.

promos.wonderware.com/5C3 

We’ll change the way you view panels and tablets.

Another giant step.
Plant intelligence without limitations.
Another giant step.
Plant intelligence without limitations.

Extend the power of Wonderware in places you never
thought possible with our new industrial tablets and
touch panel computers. They’re rugged, inexpensive, 
and bundled with the feature-rich InTouch® HMI and
extensive I/O connectivity. Loaded with 8 times more
memory and 2-4 times more processing power than
ordinary displays, you’ll get unlimited plant intelligence
for the price of a dumb panel.

Now you only have to deal with one operating system, one
powerful software toolset, legendary ease of use, and one

trusted vendor for all of your
plant display needs. As a result,

our solutions are
50% easier to
support and
maintain. And
because each
offering integrates

Wonderware Touch Panel Computer (on left).
Wonderware Industrial Tablet (docking unit not shown).

Now you can extend the power of Wonderware everywhere. 
Save a bundle with our new industrial tablets and touch panel computers.

©2004 Invensys Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. Invensys, Wonderware, ArchestrA and InTouch are trademarks of Invensys plc, its
subsidiaries and affiliated companies. All other brands and product names may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
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On past and future conversations
Ron Kuhfeld, Editor in Chief

hen I began working for this magazine in 1975,

I knew little about instruments and controls and less about engi-

neers. Back then, anyway, engineers had the reputation of being

introverted, singularly focused, and of always coming equipped

with a slide rule that they never let out of their sight. But I had

no first-hand knowledge of any of this, and was at least smart

enough to ignore stereotypical characterizations.

In the past three decades I’ve had the pleasure of working

for, and with, engineers on our editorial staff, and of getting to

know a number of you—our engineer readers. Moreover, I’ve

had the opportunity to interview countless product and system

design engineers, application specialists, and engineering man-

agers from a host of instrument and control vendor organiza-

tions. I’ve come away from these experiences with a very dif-

ferent picture of those of you who diligently practice the sci-

ence (and art) of engineering. 

Far from being introverted, most of you are quick with a

handshake and first on the bus headed for the evening’s social

event at seminars and conferences. And as for your being singu-

larly focused (or technology consumed), well, that’s just non-

sense. You’re an extremely bright group of individuals with inter-

ests as varied as they come. Music, art, economics, sports, poli-

tics and, yes, more politics are always hot topics at the confer-

ence luncheon tables. Granted, if the topic of discussion is a tech-

nology that’s near and dear to you, the level of detail you’re will-

ing to provide has been known to exceed a listener’s “setpoint.”

However, your enthusiasm is so refreshing, who would dare to

dampen your spirit by requesting the Reader’s Digest version?

Which brings me to one of your most impressive traits—

dedication to your profession and the pursuit of engineering

truths. In a poll recently conducted of a few thousand members

of The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)/

IEEE-USA, in conjunction with the IEEE Spectrum, only three

percent of those surveyed (including working engineers and

other technical professionals and student members) said that

money was their most significant reward. Three out of four

respondents said that what really turned them on was invent-

ing, building, and designing new technologies. Of almost equal

importance was solving real-world problems. 

One out of five said that they enjoyed how their profes-

sion allowed them to “have a positive influence on the envi-

ronment.” Some 40% of the working members said that they

had volunteered in the community by talking to students in a

classroom or helping at a science fair. Two out of three student

members said that they had done so. And on average, one out

of every three members surveyed said that they had volun-

teered as a mentor to young people.

All in all, you are an incredible group of individuals who

care deeply about what you do for a living as well as the world

around you. You love to help others, and thrive on challenge. 

My association with you through the years is something I will

cherish forever (yes, even the times when you wrote in to correct

the math in my columns). Sadly, that association must end for

now. The continued slowdown in the manufacturing industries

has taken its toll on this 76-year-old magazine, and PennWell is

suspending publication of Control Solutions International indefi-

nitely. Hopefully, our paths will cross again in the near future and

we can begin anew our conversations about the fascinating world

of instrumentation and control. In the meantime, keep those slide

rules handy (oh, I know many of you still have them stashed

away, just in case), and thank you for your loyalty and, in so

many cases, friendship. Take care....

w

{editor’s
notebook}
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Simply Smart
all the simplicity you need 
with Telemecanique.

Simplicity is a basic feature 
of Telemecanique’s 
Simply Smart components:
• easy selection among 
a limited number of 
references, optimum 
and cost-effective offers 
for standard needs
• easy-to-understand 
products for all users, 
from electricians to 
automation specialists 
• intuitive programming, 
with easy data entry.
Simply Smart like 
the Telemecanique 
Zelio Logic smart relay. 
Program directly using 
familiar contact symbols, 
manage applications using 
SMS messages...

www.telemecanique.com

Automation & Control
Simply more advanced
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Prox has extended range
The E2A sensor is available in more than 220
models, allowing users to choose the exact
configuration they need. Sensors come in
M8, M12, M18 and M30 sizes in shielded or
unshielded construction, NPN or PNP out-
put, a range of barrel sizes and materials,
and a choice of wiring options. Sensing dis-
tances range from 2.0 mm to 30 mm. The
sensor's thicker housing minimizes damage from over-torquing during
installation, and fully vacuum-potted construction eliminates air pockets
that can cause thermal, moisture or vibration failure. 

—Omron Electronics LLC, www.omron.com..
Circle 120 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Submersible low pressure 
transducer
The PXM79 Series
transmitter is a sub-
mersible low pres-
sure transducer suit-
able for liquid level
and depth measure-
ment. Its stainless
steel housing and
Inconel® diaphragm
make it suitable for immersion in most
industrial fluids. A 15 meter (50 ft) vent-
ed cable (longer lengths available) pro-
vides an atmospheric reference. Each
transducer is shipped with a moisture
trap that prevents moisture from enter-
ing the vent tube.

—Omega Engineering,
www.omega.com/pptst/PXM79.html.

Circle 122 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

13 mm pressure sensor
The 13 mm Series stainless steel 
isolated pressure sensors are
designed for high pressure applica-
tions, and are well suited for the meas-
urement of hostile media, such as corro-
sive liquids or gases in harsh industrial
environments. They are designed for, but are
not limited to, industrial and hydraulic controls
and tank pressure measurement applications. The
sensors are available with pressure ranges from 500 psi through 5,000
psi, and can be used with voltage or current supplies.

—Honeywell Sensing, www.honeywell.com/sensing/promo/pr13SS.
Circle 121 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Radiotelemetry for strain gages
The TDM is a completely portable, precision instru-
ment packaged in a small, robust IP65/NEMA 4
enclosure with a radio transceiver for communicat-

ing with all the company’s remote telemetry
strain gage devices. It reads gross/net and
offers peak and trough capture and various cal-
ibration modes. The transceiver can select up
to 20 instruments, meets IP65/NEMA 4 specs,

has 71⁄2 digit LCD display with eight status
annunciations, provides up to ten updates/sec-

ond, and is compatible with UK, USA, and
Canada radio specifications.

—Celsum Technologies Ltd., www.celsum.com.
Circle 123 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

FM-approved TDR level gauge
The FM-approved Microflex BM 102 level gauge—a two-wire time
domain reflectometry (TDR) device—is suited to liquid and solid
applications in chemical, water and waste water, and all process
industries. It has a measuring range of 80 feet on liquids with an
accuracy of ±0.4 in. of measured value, and 40 feet on granulates
and powders with an accuracy of ±0.8 in. of measured value. It is
immune to dust, vapors, temperature, pressure, and product density or
stratification changes.

—KROHNE, http://www.krohne.com
Circle 124 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Submersible absolute linear encoder
The Spherosyn® IP67-rated absolute linear encoder offers

accuracy to 3.0
microns and reso-

lutions to 0.1
micron. With a travel

length of 9.25 meters
and a travel rate of up to 60

meters/s, the encoder is suited to linear
motor and other high velocity measurement applications,
including CNC feedback, pick and place machines, automo-
tive transfer lines, packaging machines, printing machines,
PC-based systems (no interface cards required), and more.

—Newall Measurement Systems, Ltd., www.newall.co.uk.
Circle 125 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Level measurement for solids, pastes
TRUE level sensors work in containers and pipes of metal or conductive material

and sense levels of liquids, pastes, and bulk goods. The sys-
tem consists of a KFS-1 sensor and a KFA-1 electronic evalua-
tion unit, and automatically compensates for changing dielec-
tric constants. The sensor probe can be used with tempera-
tures from -40° C up to +200° C. Products with dielectric con-
stants greater than 1.2 (including coarse-grained material) can
be measured. The sensor measures 16 or 20 mm (PTFE) dia
and is also available up to 2 m in length.

—Rechner Industrie-Elektronik GmbH, www.rechner.de.
Circle 126 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Portable trace oxygen analyzer
The battery powered Series
3520 portable trace oxygen
analyzer features a long life
electrochemical sensor. Measur-
ing ranges from 0-10,000 PPM
to 0-50 PPM are available. The
analyzer may be equipped with
a number of options including:
sample pump, in-line filter,
pressure regulator, block and

bleed, and flow meter. The Series 3520 is lightweight and
ideal for spot measurements. Applications include gas
manufacturing, heat-treating, chemical and petrochemical
production, welding, etc.

—Alpha Omega Instruments, www.aoi-corp.com.
Circle 127 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

High-temperature weldable strain gages 
These high-temperature weld-
able strain gages are optimized
for testing applications, such as
stress analysis, with a tempera-
ture rating up to 980 °C
(1800°F). They are free-filament
wire devices that have been
pre-bonded to shim stock with
flame-sprayed alumina. As a
result, the new gages are easy to install in the field, especially
on large structures, through welding to the test structure with
a capacitive discharge spot welder. All configurations feature
nominal resistance of 120 ohms, a sensor gage length of 0.25
in., a shim length of 0.50 in., and a shim width of 0.30 in.

—Vishay Measurements Group, www.vishay.com.
Circle 128 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card
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Simply Smart
all the openness you need 
with Telemecanique.

Openness is a basic 
feature of Telemecanique’s 
Simply Smart components:
• compliance with fieldbus,
connection system and
software standards
• remote supervision 
via the Internet with
“Transparent Ready” 
products.
Simply Smart like the
Telemecanique TeSys 
model U, the first product 
that combines both motor 
starter and control functions, 
adapts to standard buses and 
allows you to monitor applications
transparently over the web...

www.telemecanique.com

Automation & Control
Automatically more open

Circle 8 on Control Solutions International RS Card
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Orlando, FL
During a talk at the OMAC

(www.omac.org)
2004 meeting in
Orlando, Procter

& Gamble's Skip Holmes, associate
director for power, control and infor-

mation systems, said that his group’s
involvement with the OMAC
Packing Guidelines could save P&G
$15 million annually by increasing
reliability, quality, capacity, and
speed to market.

He then challenged the users

group to continue to focus on solv-
ing business problems, to communi-
cate the benefits broadly and in
business terms, to expand the num-
ber of participating companies, and
to drive the Guidelines toward
industry standards. ■■■

United Kingdom and Palo Alto, CA
A new-age simulation engine

that remotely controls factory
processes in real time using data
from sensors is likely to be the next
big thing in assembly line operation
management, says a new analysis
by Technical Insights (http://www.
Technical-Insights.frost.com), a busi-
ness unit of Frost & Sullivan. 

The engine's visualization tool
helps cut interferences from human
errors, inadequate materials, or logis-
tic planning gone awry by virtually
representing the manufacturing
facility for itemized monitoring.

The sensors read the changes
on the factory floor and convert
them into data for a configuration
event analyzer that converts it into

3-D animation events. To facilitate
system improvements, the engine's
Singapore-based inventors have also
built a new visualization device that
enables even novice users to oper-
ate the machine.

For the system to be fully effec-
tive, discrepancies in the visualizers'
predictions and the data relayed by
the engine will have to be sorted
out. Interaction techniques are vital
because the modifications made on
the simulated model will be carried
out on the actual factory floor.

"Scientists are working on new
techniques that will display con-
firmed, predicted, and corrected
states in a single cyber model," says
Technical Insights Analyst Anand
Subramanian.

Meanwhile, in Europe, a new
class of sensors called contactless
capacitive angular-position sensors
with accuracy of up to 0.03 degrees
variation over a full-circle range has
given industrial precision applica-
tions a shot in the arm. These sen-
sors can detect angular positions for
any application, and even measure
linear positions by combining linear
movement and angular sensing.

With capacitive sensors using
superior dielectric rotors, researchers
are considering them as an alterna-
tive to the more prevalent optical
encoders in select applications. The
easy design of the electronic inter-
face also permits uncomplicated
production, as it can be assembled
using off-the-shelf components. ■■■

{nevvsoftheworld}

New-age simulation engine from Singapore, new class of sensors 
from Europe to enhance factory operations, precision measurements

OMAC Packaging Guidelines could save P&G $15 million/year
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CSA and UL adopt expanded Memorandum of Understanding 
Toronto and Northbrook, IL

CSA International  and UL
adopted an expanded Memor-
andum of Understanding (MoU)
and completed the first phase of a
mutual acceptance program for

electrical components, the first
milestones of an agreement the
organizations signed 10 Nov. 2003.  

The expanded MoU covers 50
additional component and 11 addi-
tional end-products categories, plus

the 13 product categories covered
in the original 1996 MoU, allowing
manufacturers to obtain both UL
and CSA certification and listing
with a single product test conduct-
ed by either company. ■■■

Sulzer AG chief to become ABB CEO in January 2005

Zurich, Switzerland
Fred Kindle will become the

next chief executive officer of ABB
Group, replacing Jurgen
Dormann. Kindle, who is currently
chief executive of Swiss-based
technology company Sulzer AG,
will join ABB on 1 September, 2004

and formally take
over as CEO in
January 2005. 

Dormann, who
has been CEO since
September 2002,
will revert to the

role of chairman in January. 

As CEO of Sulzer AG, Kindle
led the company through a period
of strategic realignment. He has
been with Sulzer AG since 1992. In
1999 he became responsible for
Sulzer Industries, before being
appointed CEO of Sulzer AG two
years later. ■■■
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Process Control
Assistant

and
The most comprehensive, award winning toolset that has 
proven to enable better results in shorter time, for training 
and for daily, practical work. Main functions: Operating data 
import & performance analysis, process parameter 
estimation, PID tuning / optimization / troubleshooting, 
decision aid single loop / cascade / MV control. 

actgmbh@compuserve.com
http://www.act-control.com (see "tools")

Know-how Resource

TOPAS is an excellent training aid that
has been proven to cut training time
and improve the results—all at the
same time. It helps newcomers learn
process dynamics, signal treatment and
feedback control. It enables experi-
enced users who haven’t yet applied
Advanced Control to explore its
potential and put their theoretical
knowledge to effective, practical use.

Study different process types in
depth and learn how to control them,
including the effect of key process vari-
ables, equipment size, valve character-
istics, measurement locations, etc.
Current process examples include flow,
level (vertical/horizontal drum), temper-
ature, pressure, pH, ratio, a generic
SISO process, and 2x2 interacting
process. Many built-in demonstrations
show process and loop behavior under

the various influences and provide
advice regarding controller selection
and tuning. Choose between analog or
digital control, different sampling/con-
trol intervals, or linear/nonlinear filter.
Explore bumpless mode transfer, the
use of clamps (absolute/speed), etc.

TOPAS helps experienced users,
in a much shorter period of time, to:
➧ Optimize the performance of existing
controllers, test them for disturbances
(impossible to do on the real process). 
➧ Bring underperforming or decommis-
sioned loops back to work. 
➧ Develop new high payout standard
or advanced controls and find the 
best approach in a safe, productive
environment. 
➧ Refresh and practice seldom used or
more difficult techniques.
➧ Present their achievements in hard

incentive figures! 
TOPAS provides a wealth of features
not found in any other tool:
➧ Process parameter estimation—from
both open and closed loop tests.
➧ Performance measurement—run a
test of imported plant data and calcu-
late ITAE, standard and average devia-
tion, consumption of the resource, etc. 
➧ Calculation of the credits from
improved control: Present your
achievements in hard money figures!
➧ A PID Tuner with several methods for
different scenarios and requirements
(setpoint/load tuning, tight or average
level control).
➧ Relative Gain Analysis (RGA) for inter-
acting processes. 
➧ Expert advice on controller selection,
tuning and troubleshooting.
➧ An extensive Glossary.

A 7400 Oberwart, Austria
Brussels office: Madeliefjeslaan 13,3080 Tervuren, Belgium

Phone and fax (32)-2-767-0895
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fter years of advancement

in the batch control industry, today’s auto-

mated batch control systems offer end

users improvements in product quality, re-

duced cycle time, and overall return on in-

vestment. However, benefits derived from

automated batch scheduling and MES in-

tegration have thus far gone largely un-

tapped in the actual control system. In

general, batch scheduling and MES inte-

gration have been left to customized solu-

tions developed on a site-by-site basis

(due to both plant variability and lack of

support in the underlying control system). 

This article will address recently de-

veloped technologies that begin to incor-

porate the batch scheduling and integra-

tion layers in the control system, while

maintaining the flexibility needed for cus-

tomization of the existing hierarchical ar-

chitecture. Along with a description of the

solution, we’ll show real-world examples,

including the results and lessons learned.

S88 and S95
The benefits of standards such as

ANSI/ISA-88.01-19951 and ISA-95.00.01-

20002 are well documented and under-

stood by users and vendors alike. Both

have had a substantial influence on the

direction of batch process control tech-

nology development and its implementa-

tion. Over the past several years, suppli-

ers of all types of control systems have in-

corporated the ideas and models defined

in  S88, which has allowed batch control

projects to be completed and validated in

a much more cost-effective, consistent,

and timely manner. S88 goes a long way

toward providing the  batch industry with

a firm foundation for mapping the physi-

cal plant model to the logical and func-

tional hierarchy seen in most user pro-

duction facilities (see Fig. 1). This map-

ping has found its way into almost every

modern day control system, witnessed by

the inclusion of common terms such as

unit procedure, operation, equipment

phase, and process cell in the typical con-

figuration and run-time operator interface

tools provided by these systems. 

Control systems have yet to have the

same type of success or vigor in includ-

ing the S95-defined higher-level function-

alities like production scheduling and en-

terprise system integration. One of the

many reasons for this is the relative new-

ness of the S95 standard—but the fact re-

mains somewhat surprising, since these

higher level functions can often lead to

substantial productivity improvements

and cost savings. 

Batch production scheduling
advancements
The automation included in today’s batch

control systems usually involves convert-

ing one or more master recipes into a

a

Automated batch scheduling
and MES integration ...

Process Cell

Unit

Equipment
Phase

Configuration Operations

Equipment
Model
Config

Procedural
Model
Config

Operator
Interface

Control
Recipe

Executor

Phase
Logic

Typical
Control 
System
Boundry

Enterprise

Site

Area

FIG. 1: Typical mapping between S88 Physical/Procedural Models and current
control systems.
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loaded and running control recipe(s), and

coordinating the execution of the recipe’s

operations across the underlying physical

equipment of the plant. The extent of pro-

duction scheduling capability usually re-

volves around plant operators translating

written production orders into manually

instantiated batches running under the su-

pervision of the control system across pro-

duction lines.

Batches are usually started and mon-

itored manually via control system dis-

plays, and the decisions regarding equip-

ment selection and execution order are

typically made by humans, either at run-

time by operators or during configuration

of the master recipe by plant engineers.

Other than features like operator prompt-

ing and dynamic unit selection, typical

batch execution provides little out-of-the-

box capability in regard to higher-level

production scheduling.

Campaign management
Many users take advantage of the concept

of campaigns (i.e., a logical grouping of in-

dividual batches typically based on a com-

mon recipe) for both scheduling and ma-

terial tracking purposes. In fact, one of the

most frequently developed custom appli-

cations on top of the underlying batch au-

tomation software is some type of cam-

paign management support system.

Considerable effort is devoted to building

these custom applications, all of which

usually include one or more of the follow-

ing features:

• Higher-level grouping of batches
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Nathan Pettus, Senior Principal Engineer, MSE, 

Emerson Process Management, Austin, Texas  78746
Dieter Wolf, Information Scientist, Senior Head of Dept., Process Control Systems, 

Heinrich Huppmann GmbH, Kitzingen, Germany

... using a hierarchical-based, batch control
software architecture.

{special report}

Harpoon Brewery,
located in Boston,
MA, is using the
DeltaV digital 
automation system
(inset) from
Emerson Process
Management.
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having common characteristics

(recipe, lot, ID, etc.);

• Provides scheduling capability of

batches based on production

capability (readiness of resources,

material availability, start/end

time, etc.);

• Tracks additional information

regarding campaign events in

Batch History;

• Interfaces to other production

systems for material tracking.

All of the above require a lot of cus-

tom development, which leads to exten-

sive testing and validation by the applica-

tion team. Due to its commonality and be-

cause of the cost savings associated with

project execution time, the campaign

management and scheduling concept is a

perfect candidate for inclusion in the con-

trol system itself. One such implementa-

tion, which leverages the existing hierar-

chical structure of an S88-based control

system, is shown in Fig. 2. As you can see,

the campaign management module re-

sides above the batch executive layer and,

therefore, can raise the realm of the batch

control sub-system up one level in the S88

hierarchy by managing campaigns across

executives and/or areas.

The inclusion of campaign manage-

ment in the control system advances the

batch control architecture in several ways.

First, as Fig. 2 shows, it advances the

reach of the batch system one level high-

er in the S88 hierarchy. Whereas most

control systems preside over the process

cell and lower equipment levels, having a

software module above the recipe execu-

tor allows the batch subsystem to extend

up to, and slightly above, the Area level of

{special report}

FIG. 2: Extended control system functionality to the above area level using campaign
management.

FIG. 3: Graphical depiction of example integration strategy using BatchML/B2MML documents and Web services.
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BatchML
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Master
Recipe

XSLT

Vendor
Specific
Recipe
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Web Service Server
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Service

Campaign
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Service B2MML
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Schedule
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Control 
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the model. This step allows more flexible

recipe design, including bridging areas of

the plant previously left disconnected. 

In fact, if you think of a campaign as

a “batch of batches” rather than simply a

collection of like batches, the campaign

management module can easily be seen

as a batch executive coordinator. Under

this scenario, the higher-level of coordi-

nation can quickly open up an extremely

powerful, new level of recipe, which be-

gins to work much more like a transac-

tion-based manager of interrelated steps

that involve an almost limitless type of

operations (e.g. pager/email notifications,

material database and tracking capabili-

ties, human resource integrations, etc.).

In addition, the module introduces

an automatic, production scheduling ca-

pability into the control system. Typically,

the control recipe executor is managed

by a human operator who manually cre-

ates batches based on written production

schedules, then manually starts each

batch when told to do so. Once the batch

has completed, it is up to the operator to

repeat the process in a similar, yet poten-

tially less-than-optimal, manner. 

With the higher-level campaign man-

agement module in place, several new

campaign auto-modes are introduced. By

default, all campaigns are created in a

manual mode, which, like the standard

practice, leaves all batch creation, execu-

tion, and removal to the operator’s com-

mand. In this case, other than the group-

ing of batches into a campaign, little is dif-

ferent from what was possible before. 

However, campaigns can be placed

into automatic modes, in which batches

are automatically created, started, re-

moved, or any combination thereof by

the campaign manger so that the batches

in the campaign are completed in the

most efficient manner possible from a

temporal perspective. Having this process

done automatically insures that as little

dead time as possible is incurred, thus

minimizing unavailable capacity. It also

maximizes the use of equipment by giv-

ing control to the underlying recipe ex-

ecutor’s equipment arbitration scheme as

quickly as possible. Finally, as will be dis-

cussed in the following sections, the cam-

paign management level functionality can

be exposed and opened for customiza-

tion by way of a programmable Applica-

tion Programming Interface (API). This

customization has allowed even greater

flexibility to develop still higher-level

scheduling intelligence on top of the

campaign module’s existing capabilities.

Implementation of higher-level
production scheduling algorithms
One of the biggest benefits of incorporat-

ing campaign management and its asso-

ciated basic scheduling capability directly

into the control system is that it allows

further development around production
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scheduling, since the basics are automat-

ically provided. Because the control sys-

tem exposes all of the functionality and

features provided by the campaign man-

agement module through a programma-

ble API, plant application engineers can

concentrate on even higher-level sched-

uling layers, rather than the more mun-

dane details of campaign management

support. This is exactly what was done

with the batch automation solution for

breweries discussed below3.

The advanced brewing scheduler is

tightly integrated into the underlying con-

trol system by way of the provided API

on top of the campaign management

module. This allows the overall solution

to extend the scheduling capability of the

control system by adding several ad-

vanced, higher-level modes:

• Fixed delay: Depending on the

brewing vessel with the longest

process time (normally, the lauter

tun) or depending on required

synchronization between several

brew lines, one batch will be

started a fixed time after the

previous batch was created and

instantiated. This allows for better

equipment usage, and somewhat

minimizes the amount of time any

one batch waits unnecessarily for

required processing.

• Minimized delay: In this mode, the

next batch to be started is run as

soon as the equipment vessel it is

waiting for becomes available. This

provides the optimum in regard to

minimizing the wait time for

shared equipment vessels.

• Rule-based CIP Batches: The

advanced production capability

allows cleaning batches to be added

to the production schedule by using

generic rules (e.g. perhaps auto-

matic insertion of a CIP batch ‘x’

after every ‘n’ brews on vessel ‘y’).

Integration advancements
With the previously noted advancements

in the control systems’ capability to per-

form higher-level scheduling, similar de-

velopments are enabled from a Manu-

facturing Execution System (MES)/Enter-

prise Resource Planning (ERP) integration

standpoint. Here is where the more re-

cent S95 and accompanying XML sche-

mas and documents provide the most

value. Like S88 before it, the S95 standard

gives vendors a common and complete

model for the way in which many facili-

ties manage the various functions that

make up batch production. In particular,

the BatchML4 and B2MML5 documents

provide a means for vendors to begin ex-

posing XML-based tools that allow infor-

mation to be incorporated into both the

configuration and run-time side of the

control system. Coupled with technolo-

gies like web services, these new features

allow users to take advantage of control

system capabilities with very little cus-

tomization effort, and with absolutely

zero API-level coding involved. 

OPC and custom APIs—first 
generation integration
Obviously, third-party applications and

services have been layered on top of con-

trol systems for many years, to which the

success of many real-time historians, pro-

duction schedulers, advanced control sys-

tems, and maintenance integration pack-

ages can attest. Over the last five to ten

years, this layered integration has relied

primarily on some type of API-based in-

terface to the underlying control system’s

data. Depending on the system, the API

might require/allow any number of pro-

gramming languages to be used, but in-

variably and by definition, API interfaces

require extensive programming. Typically,

this programming is not of a trivial nature,

and, therefore, often needs one or more

knowledgeable professionals to carry out

the work of development, testing, and val-

idation. To make matters worse, usually

each vendor would have its own propri-

etary API, which could change between

releases, thus breaking any previously-de-

veloped integration strategies.

In the mid-1990s, with the develop-

ment of OLE for Process Control (OPC)6,

the integration of control systems took a

step forward due to a standard interface

regardless of vendor or release. However,

even with these advancements, the pro-

gramming effort remained substantial, and
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FIG. 4: Extended control system to the site/enterprise level using Web services.
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in some respects became even more diffi-

cult. (One of the side-effects of standard

interfaces is that rules must be followed,

and in the case of OPC, many users and

vendors found the rules very difficult to

understand and adhere to consistently.) 

Integration problems such as these

are not unique to the control industry. As

a result, for many of the same reasons,

companies have strived for, and devel-

oped, a better solution over the past few

years. The next generation integration ca-

pability will leverage what are called web

services, and it is this type of technology

that is beginning to make control system

integration much more readily accessible.

XML and Web services—Next 
generation integration
With the proliferation of the Hyper-Text

Transport Protocol (HTTP) and XML, soft-

ware integration has taken a dramatic

turn toward a new technology built on

these premises called web services7.

Essentially, web services allow organiza-

tions to expose all types of functionalities

to any other interested party simply by

exchanging XML documents. 

Using this technology to facilitate

control system integration is the next log-

ical step to ease some of the problems

discussed in the previous section. Com-

bined with web services, the S95 stan-

dard, the BatchML document, and the

B2MML common schema provide almost

all of the necessary tools to open up the

underlying control systems scheduling

and production capability with minimal

programming effort. For example, Fig. 3

depicts a real-world implementation of

these technologies being used together to

bridge what the S95 standard terms the

Manufacturing Operations & Control

Information (MO&C) and the Business

Planning & Logistics Information (BP&L). 

As can been seen in the figure, at

some level of the enterprise, an ERP sys-

tem(s) generates two S95 standard based

XML documents—the Batch ML master

recipe document and the B2MML pro-

duction document.

Because these stan-

dard XML documents

are fixed and known

to conform to a set of

released schemas, all

that is required to re-

arrange the informa-

tion into the vendor

specific documents is

to pass the standard

XML through two

vendor-prov ided

XML Style sheet

Tr an s fo rma t i on s

(XSLT)8. Once in the

vendor specific for-

mat, the information

is passed directly to

individual web serv-

ices, one to handle

recipe exchange and

the other to actually

schedule a campaign

for production.

The recipe ex-

change web service

allows for master

recipes developed in

an external tool or

application to be im-

ported into the con-

trol system’s configu-

ration database with

no programming oth-

er than that required

to generate the XML

document. Once the

BatchML recipe docu-

ment has been trans-

lated by the associat-

ed XSLT transforma-

tion, the recipe ex-

change web service

adds the recipe to the

control system’s data-

base and then can

download the recipe

to the batch executive

for run-time opera-

tions (this step can be

configured to require

manual intervention if

wanted).
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The campaign scheduler service ac-

cepts B2MML production schedule doc-

uments (after a XSLT transformation)

and uses the campaign management API

to create and possibly start a newly-de-

fined campaign of batches. To further in-

crease production scheduling functional-

ity, a v2.0 of the advanced brewing

scheduler service can also be integrated

using an XML approach and, thus, pro-

vides an even greater amount of ad-

vanced scheduling and online optimiza-

tion opportunities such as:

• Predictive Delay: For those

occasions when a jam or

bottleneck occurs at the end of the

brewing process (perhaps in the

wort cooling), earlier process steps

such as mashing and lautering can

be delayed if wanted.

• Integrated Scheduling: Link

brewhouse scheduler with cellar,

filtration, and packaging scheduler.

• Optimized Scheduling: Use

adaptive methods and predictive

maintenance on request for overall

schedule optimization.

With these web services and others

like them, the control system can quick-

ly reach to the highest levels of the S88

and S95 standards, as shown in Figure 4

on page 16.

Conclusion
Batch control has progressed significantly

over the last decade. Standards such as

ANSI/ISA-88.01-1995 and ISA-95.00.01-

2000 have facilitated many of these pro-

gressions because they allow vendors to

develop and incorporate features into

their systems that will be applicable to the

widest user group. In particular, these two

standards have allowed for higher-level

features such as production scheduling

and MES integration to be built into the

control system itself. As the control sys-

tem’s reach ex-

pands, so, too,

does its ability to

provide real re-

turns on invest-

ment due to im-

provements in

run-time optimiza-

tion and cost sav-

ings seen during

start-ups when

MES/ERP integra-

tions are required. 

With the stan-

dards as their ba-

sis, new technolo-

gies like XML-

based web servic-

es (Fig. 5) can truly begin to lower the

entry-level effort previously required

when integrating ERP and control sys-

tems. As these technologies continue to

evolve, higher-level functions and deci-

sions can be made within the control sys-

tem out-of-the-box, thus providing finan-

cial returns seen in the continuous con-

trol world via advanced control and on-

line optimization routines. ■■■

(This article was originally presented

at World Batch Forum’s North American

Conference, 13-16 April 2003, in Wood-

cliff Lake, NJ. It is presented here by special

arrangement with the World Batch

Forum; www.wbf.org.)
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FIG. 5: Web services can be incorporated into recipe structure
to provide almost limitless integration capability with only XML
based programming required.
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he goal of safety technology is to

keep the potential hazards for people and

the environment as low as possible by

applying and using the appropriate tech-

nology. Moreover, this goal needs to be

achieved without imposing unnecessary

restrictions on industrial production and

the use of machines. 

In regions around the globe, there

are different legal requirements regarding

what has to be proven and how when

determining whether there’s sufficient

safety. Likewise, the assignment of levels

of responsibility can vary considerably.

For example, in the European

Community (EC) there are requirements,

placed on both the manufacturer of a

plant or system and on the operating

company, that are regulated using the

appropriate European Directives, Laws

and Standards. 

In the United States, requirements

may differ both at the regional and local

levels. However, throughout the coun-

try, there is a basic principle that an

employer must guarantee a safe place of

work. In the case of damage as the result

of a product liability, manufacturers can

be made liable due to the association

with their product or products. 

What manufacturers of machines

and plant construction firms must under-

stand is that the legislation and/or rules

of the location in which the machine or

plant is being operated always apply.

For example, the control system of a

machine that’s operated in the United

States must fulfill U.S. requirements even

if the machine manufacturer (i.e., OEM)

is based in Europe. Even though the

technical concepts with which safety is

to be achieved are subject to clear tech-

nical principles, it is still important to

find out whether legislation or specific

restrictions apply.

In the following, we will compare

and contrast some of the standards and

regulations in Europe and the U.S. as

they apply to machine safety. However,

given the broad scope of this topic, we

can only touch on some of the key stan-

dards. For a more detailed examination,

go to www.safetylink.com.

Some basic differences
In the U.S., the two most influential safe-

ty related agencies/organizations are the

Occupational Safety and Health Admin-

istration (OSHA) and the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI). Other

industry-related organizations, such as

the Robotics Industries Association (RIA),

The Association for Manufacturing Tech-

nology (AMT), the Precision Metal Asso-

ciation (PMA), and so on, act as adminis-

trators/facilitators and provide support to

groups such as ANSI. In addition, corpo-

rations as well as local and state regulato-

ry agencies generate and/or oversee safe-

ty standards.

OSHA, which was enacted by the

U.S. Congress in 1970, is intended to help

ensure the safety of workers and the pro-

tection of the nation’s environment. The

provisions of this act are mandatory and

legally binding in the U.S. In terms of

automatic machine safeguarding, OSHA

has referenced safety standards written by

the American National Standards Institute

(ANSI) and the National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA). 

For several years now, a number of

organizations throughout Europe have

been involved in the development and/or

enforcement of machine safety standards.

As a result, European standards have

been described as being more stringent

and safety conscious than those in the

U.S. While this may have been the case

ten years ago, today the consensus is that

the U.S. has largely caught up with

Europe in regards to the tightness of its

safety regulations. U.S. standards are

viewed as being application-oriented

standards, as contrasted with Europe’s

product-oriented standards. However,

they are regarded as being no less strin-

gent and as effective as those of the

European Community.

Functional safety
The differentiation between electrical

safety and functional safety is reflected

in the most recent standards—to the
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Machine safety: Standards 
harmonization continues 

John D’Silva, Business Development Manager–Safety Integrated (NAFTA)  
Siemens Energy & Automation Inc., Troy, Michigan 48083

Europe and the U.S.
maintain distinct machine
safety standards, but a 
migration between these
regions is beginning.

“What manufacturers of
machines and plant construc-
tion firms must understand is
that the legislation and/or
rules of the location in which
the machine or plant is being
operated always apply.” 
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extent that there are special standards

involved specifically with functional

safety. The area of machinery safety

addressed in EN 954 deals specifically

with safety-relevant parts of control sys-

tems; therefore, it concentrates on func-

tional safety. The IEC handles functional

safety of electrical, electronic, and pro-

grammable electronic (E/E/PE) systems,

independent of any specific application

in the pilot standard IEC 61508 .

In IEC 61508, functional safety is

defined as “part of the overall safety

relating to the EUC [equipment under

control] and the EUC control system

which depends on the correct function-

ing of the E/E/PE safety-related systems,

other technology safety-related systems

and external risk reduction facilities.” To

achieve functional safety of a machine or

a plant, the safety-relevant parts of the

protective and control devices must

function correctly, and, when a fault or

failure occurs, the plant or system must

remain in a safe condition, or be brought

into a safe condition.

To realize this, proven technology is

required that fulfills the demands speci-

fied by the relevant standards. The

requirements to achieve functional safety

are based on the following goals: avoid

systematic faults, control systematic faults,

and control random faults or failures.

The measure for the level of

achieved functional safety is the probabil-

{applying
technology}

Economic globalization is resulting in safety systems that meet a variety of regional
standards. For example, the Siemens SIMATIC S7 failsafe Safety PLC programma-
ble safety controller has received UL’s 508, NRGF.E23916 (ref. IEC 61508 and
NFPA 79, 2002) listing for functional safety. The listing covers control equipment
that incorporates software for use in safety-related functions.
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ity of the occurrence of dangerous fail-

ures, the fault tolerance, and the quality

that should be guaranteed by avoiding

systematic faults. In the standards, this is

expressed using various terms. For exam-

ple, in IEC 61508 it’s Safety Integrity Level

(SIL), in EN 954 it’s Categories, and in DIN

V 19250 and DIN V VDE. 0801 it’s

Requirement Classes (AK).

Current requirements in the EC
The requirements placed on health and

safety at the workplace in the EC are

based on Article 137 of the EC Contract.

The Master Directive “Health and Safety

of Personnel at the Workplace” (89/391/

EC) specifies minimum requirements for

safety at the workplace. The actual

requirements are subject to domestic

legislation and can exceed the require-

ment of these Master Directives. The

requirements are involved with the

operation of products (e.g., machines)

and not with their implementation.

Machinery Directive 98/37/EC
With the introduction of a common

European market, a decision was made to

harmonize the national standards and

regulations of the EC Member States. This

meant that the Machinery Directive, as an

internal Directive, had to be implemented

in the domestic legislation of the individ-

ual Member States. In Germany, the con-

tents of the Machinery Directive were

implemented as the 9th Decree of the

Equipment Safety law. For the Machinery

Directive, this was realized with the objec-

tive of having unified protective goals and

to reduce trading barriers. 

The area of application of the

Machinery Directive corresponds to its

definition—that being, “Machinery

means an assembly of linked parts or

components, at least one of which

moves…”—which encompasses a wide

scope. With the Change Directives, the

area of application has been subse-

quently extended to “safety compo-

nents” and “interchangeable equip-

ment.” The Machinery Directive involves

the implementation of machines.

Machinery is also defined as “an

assembly of machines that, in order to

achieve the same end, are arranged and

controlled so that they function as an

integral whole.” The application area of

the Machinery Directive thus ranges from

a basic machine to a complete plant. 

The Machinery Directive has 14

Articles and seven Annexes. The basic

health and safety requirements in Annex 1

of the Directive are mandatory for the

safety of machinery. In selecting the most

appropriate methods, the manufacturer

must apply the following principles in the

order given (Annex 1 Paragraph 1.1.2):

a) ”The machine design must

guarantee that operation, equipping

and maintenance, when the machine is

correctly used, does not represent any

potential danger to personnel.” 

“The measure must exclude any risk

of accident.…”

b) “When selecting the appropriate

solutions, the manufacturer must apply

the following basic philosophy, and,

more specifically, in the specified

sequence:

• Eliminate or reduce the risks as far

as possible (integrating the safety

concept into the development and

the construction of the machine);

• Take the necessary protective

measures against risks that cannot

be eliminated.

• Inform users of the residual risks

due to any shortcomings of the

protection measures adopted.”

The protection goals must be

responsibly implemented in order to ful-

fill the demand for conformance with

the Directive.

The manufacturer of a machine must

prove that the basic requirements have

been fulfilled. This proof is made easier

by applying harmonized standards. 

A certification technique is required

for machines listed in Annex IV of the

Machinery Directive, which represent a

more significant hazard potential.

(Recommendation: Machinery which is

not listed in Annex IV can also represent

a high potential hazard and should be

appropriately handled.) The precise

“technique to define whether compli-

ance exists” with the goals is defined in

Chapter II of the Directive.

Standards
To sell, market or operate/use products,

these products must fulfill the basic safe-

ty requirements of the EC Directives.

Standards can be extremely helpful

when they involve fulfilling these safety

requirements. In this case, a differentia-

tion must be made between harmonized

European standards and other standards

that, although ratified, have still not been

harmonized under a specific Directive,

as well as other technical rules and reg-

ulations that are also known as “National

Standards” in the Directives.

Ratified standards describe recog-

nized state-of-the-art technology. This

means that by proving it has applied

them, a manufacturer can prove that it

has fulfilled what is a recognized state-

of-the-art technology.

Generally, all standards that have

been ratified as European standards

must be included, unchanged, in the

domestic (national) standards of the

Member States. This is independent of

whether they are harmonized under a

particular Directive or not. Existing

national standards, handling the same

subject, must then be withdrawn. Thus,

within a period of time in Europe, a uni-

fied set of regulations will be created

(without any contradictions).

Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)
Standards
As we mentioned earlier, a significant

difference between the legal require-
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“U.S. standards are viewed as
being application-oriented
standards, as contrasted with
Europe’s product-oriented
standards.” 
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ments for safety at work between the

U.S. and Europe is that, in the former,

there is no unified legislation, across the

country, which is applicable for the safe-

ty of machines, and which fully covers

the responsibility of the manufacturer/

supplier. However, there is a general

requirement that the employer provide a

safe place of work. This is regulated with

the Occupational Safety and Health Act

(OSHA) of 1970. OSHA uses regional

inspectors, who check whether the work-

place fulfills the applicable regulations.

The regulations, relevant for safety at

work, of OSHA are defined and

described in OSHA 29 CFR 1910.xxx

(OSHA Regulations [29 CFR] PART 1910

Occupational Safety and Health). (CFR:

Code of Federal Regulations). The core

requirements of OSHA are listed in

Section 5 (a) General Duty Clause.

Each employer must set up a safety

and health program to manage work-

place safety and health to reduce

injuries, illnesses, and fatalities by sys-

tematically achieving compliance with

OSHA standards and the General Duty

Clause. If it is not possible for the

employer to comply immediately, the

employer must develop a plan for com-

ing into compliance as promptly as pos-

sible, which includes setting priorities and

deadlines, and tracking progress in con-

trolling hazards.

Any hazard identified by the employ-

er's hazard identification and assessment

process that’s covered by an OSHA stan-

dard or the General Duty Clause must be

controlled as required by that standard or

that clause, as appropriate.

The application and use of various

Standards is regulated in 29 CFR 1910.5

“Applicability of standards.” The concept

is similar to that in Europe. Product-spe-

cific standards have priority over gener-

al standards as long as the associated

aspects are actually handled there.

When the standards are fulfilled, the

employer can assume that he has ful-

filled the core requirements of the OSHA

Act regarding the aspects actually han-

dled in the standard. 

Also per 1910.5 (f) “An employer

who is in compliance with any standard

in this part shall be deemed to be in

compliance with the requirement of sec-

tion 5(a)(1) of the Act, but only to the

extent of the condition, practice, means,

method, operation, or process covered

by the standard.”

OSHA: Minimum requirements
The OSHA regulations define minimum

requirements to guarantee safe places of

employment. However, they should not

prevent employers from applying innova-

tive methods and techniques, e.g. state-

of-the-art protective systems in order to

maximize the safety for employees.

For specific applications, OSHA

specifies that all of the electrical devices

and equipment, which are used to pro-

tect the employee, be authorized for the

application by a nationally recognized

testing laboratory (NRTL), which has

been authorized by OSHA.

In CFR 29 1910.6: “Incorporation by

Reference,” OSHA lists the non-govern-

ment organizations that have developed

standards that can be considered as

mandatory OSHA requirements. In fact,

1910.6 spells out specifically that “organ-

izations which are not agencies of the

U.S. government which are incorporated

in this reference in this part, have the

same force and effect as other standards

in this part.” In other words, in the

absence of OSHA standards, non-confor-

mance to an ANSI guideline could result

in an OSHA violation.

Application and use of additional
standards
NPFA 70 (known as the National Electric

Code) and NFPA 79 (Electrical Standard

for Industrial Machinery) are two espe-

cially important standards regarding

safety in industry. Both of these describe

the basic requirements placed on the

features and the implementation of elec-

trical equipment. The National Electric

Code (NFPA 70) predominantly applies

to buildings, but also for the electrical

connections from machines and parts of

machines. NFPA 79 applies to machines. 

NFPA 79
NFPA 79 is valid for the electrical equip-

ment of industrial machines with rated

voltages of less than 600V. (A group of

machines that operate together in a

coordinated fashion is considered to be

a machine.)

The new Edition of NFPA 79 - 2002

includes some basic requirements for

programmable electronics and buses, if

these are used to execute safety-relevant

functions. If these requirements are ful-

filled, electronic controls and buses can

also be used for Emergency Stop func-

tions of Stop Categories 0 and 1 (refer to

NFPA 79 - 2002  9.2.5.4.1.4). Contrary to

EN 60204-1, NFPA 79 specifies that, for

Emergency Stop functions, the electrical

power must be disconnected using

electromechanical devices.

Requirements placed on program-

mable equipment and devices (refer to

NFPA 79 - 2002 11.3.4) include:

• Software and firmware-based

controllers, which are used for

safety-relevant functions, must be

listed for such an application (this

means, certified by an NRTL).

In a note, a statement is made that

IEC 61508 specifies the requirements to

design such controllers.

ANSI B11
ANSI B11 is a consensus series of stan-

dards developed by consensus bodies
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“…a significant difference
between the legal require-
ments for safety at work
between the U.S. and Europe
is that, in the former, there is
no unified legislation, across
the country, which is applica-
ble for the safety of machines,
and which fully covers the
responsibility of the manu-
facturer/supplier.” 
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such as the Association for Manu-

facturing Technology (AMT), National

Fire Protection Association  (NFPA), and

the Robotic Industries Association (RIA).

Risk assessment is a process used to

evaluate the hazards of a machine. The

risk assessment is an important require-

ment as specified in NFPA79 - 2002,

ANSI/RIA 15.06 1999, ANSI B11.TR-3

and SEMI S10 (semiconductor).

With the documented results of the

risk assessment, one can then choose

the appropriate safeguarding technique

based on the given safety category of the

application.

The specific ANSI guidelines, which

are of importance to the automatic

machine safeguarding industry, are the

ANSI B11 series. Of these, ANSI B11.19 -

1990 (Revised 1999): “Performance

Criteria for the Design, Construction,

Care, and Operation of Safeguarding

when Referenced by the Other ANSI B11

Machine Tool Safety Standards” has tradi-

tionally been of the most significance.

In recent years, two other very

important ANSI guidelines have taken

on a great deal of significance. These are

ANSI/RIA R 15.06-1999: “Industrial Ro-

bots and Robot Systems—Safety Re-

quirements” and ANSI B11 TR3-2000:

“Risk Assessment and Risk Reduction—

A guide to Estimate, Evaluate and

Reduce Risks Associated with Machine

Tools.” ANSI B11 TR 3-2000 is actually

designated as a technical report by ANSI,

but its impact has been, and will contin-

ue to be, significant.

Risk assessment analysis
Release of ANSI RIA 15.06- 1999 and of

ANSI B11 TR 3-2000 brought about the

potential for a trend towards increased

use of third parties to accomplish these

services. While part of current ongoing

requirements, the full force of 15.06 and

TR 3 have yet to be felt. 

Users, vendors and third-party serv-

ices providers alike are gearing up for

this application-oriented approach to

machine safeguarding. Risk assessment is

intended to provide application-oriented

evaluation of risk and reduction prior to

an application being put into service. It

also spreads the risk associated with

machine safety among the manufacturer,

third-party service provider (if any) and

the user. In the past, the user had ultimate

liability responsibility, although the man-

ufacturers and third-party service

providers were certainly not entirely

immune to it.

Finally, it appears that the accept-

ance of international standards will be

directed more towards compliance with

procedures (such as risk assessment and

industry consensus standards) that can

be met with existing products, perhaps

with some associated certification.

The second trend, risk assessment

analysis, will only require product modi-

fications if certain product classes or

types are not compatible with risk reduc-

tion. This is not seen as likely because

risk assessment is already underway and

there have been no such indications.

More harmonization ahead
The typical view among the most knowl-

edgeable persons in the field of machine

safety, including those who sit on safety

committees or are representatives of

these, is that there may never be a single

set of standards that will be acceptable to

all nations. However, they see interna-

tional standards being developed that will

be conditionally accepted, and will form

the foundation of all other standards.

They expect to see this harmonizing of

standards because it is in the best inter-

ests of major users, such in the automo-

tive, appliance, and aerospace industries.

These individuals are working diligently

on the various committees to make this

happen. ■■■
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in the field of machine safety,
including those who sit on
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Don’t blame the control system before
checking your smart transmitters

Michael Brown, Michael Brown Control Engineering, 
Johannesburg 2029, South Africa

he first law of process control

could be said to be: you cannot control

if your measurement is incorrect. I know

this won’t come as earth-shattering news

to any of you, but it’s one of those basics

that you can’t emphasize enough. In

fact, I make a point of using it in the

slide presentations incorporated in the

courses we teach on control. 

On one occasion, a student protest-

ed that I was insulting the class’s intelli-

gence by putting up a slide with such an

obvious statement. Certainly, I had no

intention of insulting anyone. As I indi-

cated above, we all know this law.

However, the question is: Do we always

remember it in the heat of the moment?

Professionals, no matter how knowl-

edgeable, can always stand a refresher

on the basics.

My experience has been that too

many instrument engineers and techni-

cians—particularly those with gut feelings

that have developed over years of uncer-

tainty in the practicalities of process con-

trol—will try to solve all problems by

playing with the magic tuning knobs P, I,

and D. Likewise, if anything goes wrong

in the plant, the first thing the process

people tend to do is blame the control

system for the problem, and ask someone

to retune the controller. In our courses,

we teach people that tuning is the last

thing you should touch. 

Smart can do no wrong, right?
Still other difficulties stem from the fact

that a number of us tend

to have a tremendous

amount of confidence in

our measuring instru-

ments, especially if these

are smart transmitters or

smart sensors (that is,

microprocessor-based).

One of the great fallacies

in control is that com-

puters can overcome all

problems.

Some of us seem to

believe that computers

can even override natural

laws of physics. To site

an example, I was called to a petrochem-

ical refinery where operators were having

trouble with a flow loop. They were

using an orifice plate and differential

pressure transmitter as the measuring sys-

tem, and were trying to control the flow

at 10%. When I told them that you can’t

use an orifice plate-based measurement

at such a low point in the range, one of

the advanced control engineers took

issue with my statement. He told me that

there shouldn’t be a problem because

they were using a smart transmitter with

a square root extractor in it. 

He had forgotten the basic principles

of such a measurement—principles that

even a computer can’t get around.

Generally, with this type of measuring

system, one should never work with a

flow below 25% minimum. (One point of

clarification: before I receive a flood of

emails from angry instrument suppliers, I

am aware that there are now a few very

special smart transmitters that provide an

8:1 rangeability on orifice plate measure-

ments. However, the transmitter in this

particular application wasn’t one of these.) 

In addition, more instrument peo-

ple are beginning to rely on their sup-

pliers to set up their measuring systems.

In some cases, the plant staff may not

understand as much as they should

about the instrument—how it works, its

specifications, its limitations, etc. On

more than one occasion, I asked engi-

neers or technicians with whom I was

working to get out the manual for a

given instrument, only to be told that

they didn’t have one or couldn’t find it.

In one plant, the staff was able to

come up with the manual, but upon

opening it I discovered that there were 18

user adjustments, most of which I could-

n’t understand. Moreover, I couldn’t find a

single person in the plant who had even

read the manual, or who knew anything

about the calibration of the instrument. 

I’m not saying that this is typical of

t
You cannot control if
your measurement is
incorrect.
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FIG. 1: In this example, a smart level transmitter samples
the level every 15 s, but the controller needs to be updated
every 0.5 second.
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today’s plants. However, we all need to

remember that, if we rely on a measure-

ment for good control, it is essential that

we become completely familiar with the

measuring device, and understand all of

its various ins and outs to ensure that we

are satisfied the measurement is correct. 

Let’s now look at three points con-

cerning the use of smart transmitters.

They focus on scan rates and the alias-

ing of noisy signals.

Get familiar with smart
First, the scan rate (output update repe-

tition rate) of the device should be fast

enough to follow process changes to

allow the controller to react correctly. It

must be remembered that the controller

acts on the signal received from the

transmitter. So, if we have a process that

can change very quickly, and if the

transmitter does not scan quickly

enough to send changes to the con-

troller, instability can result. 

I found an example of this at a min-

ing plant where the operators could

manually control the level in a fast flota-

tion tank. As soon as they put the system

into automatic operation, it became

unstable. Upon investigating the loop, I

found that the ultrasonic level transmit-

ter had a scan rate of some 15 seconds.

During this period the level could move

quite a few percent. As a result, the con-

troller, which was scanning every half a

second, was receiving out-of-date infor-

mation. This resulted in an unstable

cycle, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

In the figure you can see the true

level being sampled by the transmitter

every 15 seconds. This resulted in the

controller taking violent action on every

new scan to correct the error, and caus-

ing the valve to reverse. 

Passing info at different rates
Second, with today’s microprocessor-

based systems we may have several

smart devices passing information along

the line. For example,

you may be feeding a sig-

nal from a smart transmit-

ter to a PLC. The smart

transmitter has a scan

rate. The PLC may have a

set of analogue input

cards with their own scan

rates. The controller in

the PLC will also have its

own individual scan rate. 

It is a generally

accepted rule that digital

devices should sample at

a rate at least twice as fast

as the next downstream

digital device, or instabil-

ity can occur (provided

their scans are not simul-

taneously synchronized).

A general rule of thumb,

however, is that the

upstream device should

be at least five times

faster than the down-

stream unit. Once again,

the reason behind this is

to prevent the controller

from receiving “out of

date” information from

smart transmitters. 

In reality, neither of

the above will affect a system if the

process is slow. However, in fast

processes there is no doubt that instabil-

ity can occur as a result of these factors. 

Noisy signals
My third point concerns the aliasing of

noisy signals from smart transmitters.

Aliasing can occur when a controller

with a relatively low scan rate receives

noisy process signals. Figure 2 illustrates

a signal with a frequency component of

0.7 Hz being received by a controller

with a scan rate of 1 second. 

The controller switches on every

second, and uses the value of the PV at

that instant. It then “goes back to sleep”

for another second before repeating the

process. The figure shows how the

effective signal that the controller is now

working on has been changed, or

“aliased.” The alias contains frequency

components now in the region of one

third and less than the original signal. 

Unfortunately, feedback control

loops generally cannot cope well with

low frequency noise. Higher frequency

noise passes through the controller and

does not cause a controlled valve to react

to it. However, the valve can start

responding to lower frequency signals. If

it does, it can not only shorten the valve

life, but also can increase control variance. 

Aliased signals may contain many

lower frequency harmonics, and cause

strange things to happen. Figure 3 shows

how a signal with a strong sinusoidal

component of 0.7Hz will be aliased by a

controller with a scan rate of 2 s. 

Note that there are some really low

frequency components in the alias. A con-

trol loop in automatic mode can easily

start responding to these elements, and

can actually cause a loop to oscillate as if
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FIG. 2: Noise can affect the quality of the signal that
the controller sees from sensors and transmitters.

FIG. 3: Aliased signals can contain low frequency harmon-
ics, causing control systems to react in strange ways.
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it was unstable. This is illustrated in Figure

4, which shows a recording of a loop run-

ning in automatic mode that is cycling. 

The instability is caused by the loop

following a low frequency sinusoidal

component caused by a signal alias. The

tuning is, in fact, very stable. 

Ensure correct measurements
This article has stressed how important it

is to ensure that measurements are cor-

rect. During the course of writing this

article, a classic example of the apparent

refusal to believe that measurements can

be wrong occurred at a paper plant

where I was optimizing the controls on

a paper machine. 

One of the most critical loops on

the machine, the basis weight control,

was behaving badly and fluctuating

around limits on an intermittent basis,

literally once or twice a shift for about

an hour. Analysis revealed that the

problem was occurring because the

flow measurement was fluctuating inter-

mittently. It was very easy to prove that

it was not the controller causing the

problem when we placed it in manual

mode. The fluctuations could, in fact,

have been due to actual changes in

flow, or due to a problem in the mag-

netic flow transmitter. (At the time of

this writing, the cause had not been

resolved, but it would appear likely to

have been the flowmeter, as other

process variables which would have

been affected by actual flow fluctuations

remained steady). 

The fluctuations were so bad that

in automatic control they caused the

valve to swing around far too much,

severely affecting control variance. I

explained to the operators that until the

I&C department could sort the problem

out, when these fluctuations occurred,

they should run the loop on manual

until they disappeared. 

They refused to believe this. As

far as they were concerned, we had

been working on the system doing

tuning, and it must have been some-

thing we had done—even though they

had experienced the same problem

before we started our work. Although

I spent time with them explaining the

findings, they complained to various

supervisors, and changed tuning

parameters overnight. (Another new

mystery: How did they get through the

security codes to change tuning

parameters?).

Eventually, the production manager

came storming down “to sort us out.”

Fortunately, once I was able calm him

down and explain everything to him, he

fully understood and got everyone else

to cooperate until the problem could be

solved. (The first step in the solution was

to install a new magnetic flowmeter dur-

ing the next plant shutdown). 

Work together on 
these issues
This illustrates a point I always stress,

both in the articles I write and in my

courses: it is essential for both process

and I&C people to work as a team when

performing optimization. When optimiz-

ing a plant, one of my first requests is to

have someone with a really excellent

knowledge of the process be assigned to

work with me. Unfortunately, these peo-

ple are rare, and have heavy workloads

and demands placed upon them. As a

result, very seldom is my request grant-

ed. But when it is granted, optimizations

are more successful, take less time,

cause less disruption to production, and

help break down parochial barriers. As a

result, the process people happily

accept, and actually welcome, properly

optimized control systems. ■■■
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FIG. 4: A control loop in automatic mode can go into oscillation when it reacts to
low frequency components.
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lectronic sensors have been a

staple in the industrial world for decades,

and their use continues to grow at a

healthy pace. Proximity, photoelectric and

ultrasonic sensors are commonplace in in-

dustrial machine processes that require

counting, monitoring, positioning or

measuring of any number of targets. Of all

the different means of sensing, however,

the most mature product, the inductive

proximity sensor, remains the most cho-

sen in machine building applications. 

So, who determines what sensor is

needed and what capabilities it should

have? You may think it’s the electrical

engineer who chooses a sensor based

on its electrical merits, but that’s the easy

part of the selection process. Most sen-

sor manufacturers design electrical capa-

bilities into their products to meet a wide

variety of specifications. 

Mechanical considerations
It is the sensing distance, body size and

style, enclosure material, and connection

method that most often determine which

sensor will fit the machine’s available

space and environment (Fig. 1). Con-

sequently, it is usually the mechanical en-

gineer who must find the right sensor.  

Knowing this, sensor manufacturers

have been concentrating on designing

smaller, more robust bodies, improved

sensing ranges and, most recently, ad-

vanced sensing capabilities such as self-

teaching to improve sensor versatility and

provide optimum performance. 

Tubular proximity sensors have long

been the standard because of their simple

mounting requirements (usually only

mounting nuts are needed), and standard

body sizes that allow interchangeability. 

In a focus group of engineers we

conducted to study rectangular verses

tubular body styles, one engineer

summed up the simplicity of installing a

tubular prox: “It’s a no brainer...it can’t

be assembled crooked. There are only

two ways it can go in the hole.” Perhaps

for this reason, tubular bodies between 8

mm and 30 mm in diameter make up the

bulk of all proximity sensors sold. 

Rectangular-bodied sensors are also

becoming standardized in the market-

place, and will often have identical

mounting footprints. Although they have

not caught up with the popularity of tu-

bular sensors, sensor manufacturers con-

tinue to expand their lines of rectangular

body sizes to complement their exten-

sive tubular lines. 

Another emerging standard is the

quick connector verses the molded cable.

One first-time investment of a sensor with

a connector-cable assembly means that

future sensor replacements are lightning

fast and less expensive. Because there’s

no possibility of miswiring, a licensed

electrician is not required to make re-

placements. Most manufacturers price ca-

bled sensors at the same level as connec-

tor versions. Automotive and large vol-

ume OEMs, in particular, are seeing the

time-saving value of quick connectors

and are driving the trend. 

Metal body proximity sensors are

more often installed than plastic, while

stainless steel is usually seen only in hos-

tile environments or in the food and bev-

erage industry. When installing tubular

sensors, exceeding torque tolerances of-

ten results in cracked enclosures, which

destroys the sensor. Consequently, plastic

bodies take a back seat to metal in both

quality and price.  

Electrical output considerations
Although sensing technology continues

to advance at a record pace, some basic

electronic operational and application

rules remain unchanged. Despite years of

application, however, many mechanical

engineers still have questions about basic

sensing technologies. 

Most frequently asked questions in-

clude the consequences of leakage cur-

rent and voltage drop, whether to wire in

series or in parallel, NPN verses PNP in dc

circuits (Fig. 2), and the suitability of in-

ductive or resistive loads. 
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{applying
technology}

Mechanical factors take 
center stage in prox selection  

Pam Naylor, Senior Product Manager, Sensors, Schneider Electric, 
Raleigh, NC

Though electrical specs
are important, meeting
them is the easy part.

FIG. 1: The Telemecanique Osiprox
family of proximity sensors comes in
standard body sizes and styles to fit
a range of machine applications.
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Leakage current & voltage drop
Solid state devices must be powered at all

times. When in the open state, 3-wire dc

devices have a certain amount of leakage

current flowing through the load—either

in microamps or milliamps—depending

on their technology. When feeding detec-

tion information to a PLC, which is most

often the case, leakage current must typi-

cally be less than 1.7 mA when the sen-

sor’s switch is off. This represents the stan-

dard PLC threshold for the OFF state for

this input circuit. If the leakage current of

the sensor is greater than 1.7 mA, the PLC

would see the sensor as on all the time, re-

gardless of the condition of the switch.

Whether in a closed state or con-

ducting, 2-wire sensors have a voltage

drop across the load. Depending on the

technology and the amount of current

conducted, this voltage drop can be sev-

eral millivolts, up to several volts.  Al-

though this is usually well within the op-

erating range of the load, it must always

be considered when using multiple sen-

sors in an application. 

Wiring in series and in parallel 
Connecting 2-wire proximity sensors in

parallel is not recommended. In a config-

uration of alternate operation, when one

sensor is in the on state, the sensor in par-

allel is “shorted out” and is no longer sup-

plied with power. As the first sensor

switches to the off state, the second will

become energized and will be subject to

its power-up delay. When all sensors are

off, the sum of the leakage currents must

be less than the holding current of the

load. But there‘s no restriction on using

three-wire sensors in parallel (Fig. 3).

When placing two or more 3-wire

sensors in series, these points should be

considered. When conducting its load, the

first sensor will carry the leakage currents

of all other sensors in the circuit. Each

sensor will produce a maximum voltage

drop of 2.6 V.  Sensor two will be able to

function only when sensor one is on and

has passed its power-up delay.  

PNP versus NPN
Three wire dc sensors are identified by

the transistor output as being either NPN

(sinking) or PNP (sourcing). These terms,

often a source of confusion to the installer,

describe the

path of the cur-

rent as it pow-

ers the sensor

(see Fig. 2). In

other words,

when a sinking

device is on,

current flows

from the load,

first into the de-

vice’s output

and then to

ground, sinking

current to the

ground. When

a sourcing de-

vice is on, cur-

rent flows from the device’s output into

the load, sourcing current to the load. To

simplify this puzzle, just remember that

the middle letter of the acronym indicates

what the load is connected to! 

A power source is not a load
According to our technical support engi-

neers, testing electronic sensors without

an appropriate load is a common occur-

rence. For example, consider that a solid

state device can not be connected direct-

ly to an ac power source because of in-

rush currents that can be 6 to 10 times the

amount the sensor can handle.

Immediate destruction of the sensor

is guaranteed, and danger to the operator

is possible on devices without short circuit

protection. One way to prevent this is to

connect an interposing relay between the

sensor and the power source.

Don’t be afraid to ask questions!
Some applications are tricky and may

need to address engineering issues such

as sensing speed, time delay, interfer-

ence, or environmental concerns. To

provide technical guidance, most sensor

companies offer tech support via online

or toll-free phone numbers. The infor-

mation these specialists provide can

help you determine how to apply sens-

ing products to most everyday mechani-

cal and electrical applications to get the

most out of the application without dam-

aging the sensor. ■■■

About the author

Pam Naylor is a senior product manager

for sensors at Schneider

Electric, where she has

worked for 27 years. She has

devoted the last 11 years to

sensors and limit switch

product management. Pam

can be reached at 919-266-

8804, or via email at

pam.naylor@us.schneider-electric.com.

{applying
technology}

LOAD

LOAD

P ... + (Positive) = Sourcing type of sensor
N ... how the other side of the load is connected
P ... sensor is supplying positive to the load when conducting 

N ... _  (Negative) = Sinking type of sensor
P ... how the other side of the load is connected
N ... sensor is supplying negative to the load when conducting 

FIG. 2: Typical connections for 3-wire PNP and NPN proxes.

No restriction

Sensor "1"
V supply

-
V supply
+

Sensor "n"

load

FIG. 3: The use of 2-wire proximity
sensors wired in parallel either between
themselves or together with mechani-
cal contacts is not recommended.
When one of the sensors is in the
ON state, the sensor in parallel is
“shorted out” and, thus, no longer
supplied. There is, however, no such
restriction with 3-wire proxes.
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Circle 14 on Control Solutions International RS Card

AutomationDirect®
AutomationDirect®, originally founded as PLCDirect in 1994, has quickly grown from a tiny PLC company to a well-recognized

name in the industrial automation market. As the first industrial controls company to successfully use a direct sales model to mar-
ket their PLC products, AutomationDirect provides customers an online e-commerce store and toll-free number for quick order
and delivery, while also providing unsurpassed sales and technical support and the lowest prices in the industry.

AutomationDirect was established as a privately held corporation that is a subsidiary of Koyo Electronics (a part of the multi-
billion dollar Koyo Seiko group of companies). Koyo had designed and manufactured PLCs for some of the world’s largest PLC
companies, including General Electric, Texas Instruments, and Siemens. However, the future plans of these companies and Koyo
were not compatible. Tim Hohmann, founder and company captain of AutomationDirect, established the company in January
1994 as the first entity within the Koyo Seiko group to concentrate on the micro PLC market. At its inception, PLCDirect con-
sisted of a handful of people working out of a tiny leased building. The company’s first catalog consisted of 200 pages, featur-
ing about 200 PLC products. For the first five years the company focused on practical ways to deliver quality PLCs to customers
at prices that were typically half the price of products sold by traditional automation companies.

In 1997, the company moved into a new facility, and completed an expansion in
March 1998. In April 1999, the company made the decision to add several new prod-
uct lines to their offering and changed their name to AutomationDirect. They also
launched their e-commerce site at www.automationdirect.com. Only five years later,
the company’s catalog contains over 5,000 name brand and private label products (as
of the release of their 2004 catalog in April). Brand name products come from com-
panies such as Eaton Cutler-Hammer, FUJI Electric and Hubbell/Wiegmann. The com-
pany also offers their own AutomationDirect brand products, which are either select-
ed or custom-designed to meet the needs of customers. 

There are many factors that have contributed to the success of AutomationDirect. The company was one of the first in the
industrial automation industry to successfully employ direct marketing strategies to reach its customers. These strategies include
advertisements, direct mail, a direct sales catalog and an online store. The company’s ability to sell high-technology automation

products for very low prices depends on the efficiencies inherent in their direct marketing
model. The Cumming, Georgia headquarters facility is the sole location in the United States,
and the office and warehouse space have been designed for maximum performance. For
example, the company’s sales team handles hundreds of phone orders every day from the pri-
vacy of well-equipped individual offices, which pro-
mote productivity and efficiency. Each member of the
technical support team works in a private office that
includes a full array of the company’s products that
can be used to duplicate problems and assist cus-
tomers in resolving them. The company’s ware-

house operation has been improved several times in the past three years. The instal-
lation of a PC-based control system and bar code identification equipment has result-
ed in an order shipping accuracy of 99.98%. The company is able to take orders as
late as 4 p.m. EST and ship them the same day, for next day delivery if customers
request it.

In addition to great products and efficient operations, the company is also focused
on top quality service. An independent Control Design magazine reader’s survey
ranked AutomationDirect number one for service and support in PLC programming
software (2001-2003) and hardware (2002-2003).  AutomationDirect’s own customer
surveys consistently rank the company’s service as better than other suppliers. 99% of
their customers say they would recommend AutomationDirect to someone else. 

AutomationDirect celebrates their 10-year anniversary this year. Looking to the future, Company Captain
Tim Hohmann predicts growth through the continued introduction of new product lines and customers’ increased use of the
company’s Web and e-commerce sites for business and information transactions. “As a direct company, we are in a great posi-
tion to stay a step ahead of the competition on e-commerce initiatives. However, we want to make sure that the expanding
dependence on the Internet doesn’t mean we become impersonal. Our goal has always been to delight the customer, and we’re
dedicated to thinking up new ways to do that in every facet of the business.”
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AutomationDirect is committed to bringing you the best
automation products at prices that won’t break your

budget, backed by superior technical support and
highly efficient business operations. It all adds up to

the best value in automation today.

Call or go online today to get our FREE catalog. We’ll show you how
you can pay half the typical industry list price for thousands of high-
quality industrial control products, and still get the best service and
delivery in the industry.

Award winning products
AutomationDirect offers over 3,500 industrial automation 
products for your electrical control system, including PLCs, operator
interfaces, AC drives, sensors, motor controls, pushbuttons, 
connection systems, enclosures and more. Our PLC products have won
Editors’ Choice Awards from Control Engineering magazine three
out of the last six years, the latest being our DL06 micro PLC.

Best prices every day
Our direct business model allows us to offer high-quality products and
cut out the excess. We pass the savings on to you with our low 
everyday prices. Our prices are typically 50% below the list price of
leading traditional automation manufacturers. Check out our  catalog
or Web site for documented price comparisons.

Voted #1 for customer service for 3 years
AutomationDirect has once again been voted best in service! Check out
the October 2003 (as well as 2002 and 2001) issues of Control Design
magazine to see the Reader’s Choice survey they hosted to select the best
products and service in the industry. AutomationDirect was voted #1
in service over all those other multi-billion dollar companies in the
areas of PLC hardware, operator interfaces and terminal blocks.

Same-day shipping
We can take your order as late as 4 p.m. EST and ship it the same
day. (For in-stock orders with approved credit. Does not include some enclosures
or AC drives over 40 hp. Shipping extra.)

Satisfied customers
It is important for us to get feedback in order to serve our customers 
better, so we send out satisfaction surveys for many of our sales and 
technical support calls. At www.automationdirect.com/you_talk you
can see what our current customers are saying about us.
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GEORGE FISCHER SIGNET, INC.
George Fischer Signet, Inc., is known worldwide for its +GF+

SIGNET brand of instrumentation and sensors for fluid measurement,
and is a division of Swiss-based Georg Fischer AG, a world leader in
technologies and products in the fields of manufacturing, plant engi-
neering, automotive, and the development of sophisticated, corro-
sion-resistant and ultra-pure piping systems and components. Their
collective product offering includes plastic pipes, fittings, valves, actu-
ators, rotameters, fusion machines, secondary containment, tank lin-
ings, heat exchangers, custom products, sensors and instrumentation
for industrial process control.

Trusted for their reliability and quality of manufacture, +GF+
SIGNET products are simple to operate and can provide multiple
solutions for virtually all fluid processing requirements. Efficiency is
increased, and replacement and maintenance costs reduced.
Typically, these products provide faster solutions for system design
and improved performance. With today’s global sensitivity to main-
taining continuous standards, +GF+ SIGNET can be counted on as a
dependable partner. Every sensor, transmitter, controller, monitor, and
even the simplest products, such as fittings, are characterized by this
inherent commitment to quality. All +GF+ SIGNET products are man-
ufactured under registered ISO9001 and ISO14001 manufacturing and
material quality standards.

Smart Solutions For Automation
George Fischer Corporation and +GF+ SIGNET are providing total

system solutions for the needs of automation worldwide. From
detailed schematics for customized products, pre-wired system com-
ponents that save time and money, on-site training or calibration serv-
ices, the company’s collective capabilities are positioned to work
closely with the customer’s automation planning and future require-
ments. Through the evolving technology of Digital Connectivity,
+GF+ SIGNET is introducing a new breed of  “smart,” multi-channel
and multi-parameter system units. 

These new products are developed to provide a new, expanded
capability for use in the rapidly emerging fields of automation, par-
ticularly those in fluid management or control, and monitoring of fluid
characteristics. Among the most recent examples of this type of prod-
uct is the 8900 Multi-Channel, Multi-Parameter Controller. Designed to
perform as an all-in-one controller, the 8900 is suitable for use in vir-
tually any application where more than one single-channel or single
parameter instrument is required. The 8900 display can be pro-
grammed in any of six (6) international languages; English, German,
French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese. These display options are
user-selectable in the field, creating a “universal controller” for global
installations and operator ease-of-use.

The strategic expansion of several product lines that complement
automation applications include the ProcessPro™, a full-range of trans-
mitters and controllers for flow, pH, ORP, Conductivity, Temperature,
Pressure and Level applications, available in integral configurations
for in-line installations, with sensors such as temperature, pressure,
flow and conductivity types. The new 8150 Flow Totalizer is designed
for use in applications where battery-powered operation is most
effective, ideal for remote uses. Applications include wastewater flow
accumulation, water treatment systems, remote or mobile treatment
and distribution systems, irrigation, filtration, and a number of process
flow and cooling uses.

For added simplicity and lower system costs, a new family of “Blind”
Transmitters is available with temperature, pressure, pH/ORP and con-
ductivity monitoring when a local display isn’t necessary or practical,
and the expense would greatly increase station and system costs.

World Class Services
The +GF+ SIGNET brand has earned  a distinct reputation as a

leader in the fields of customer service, technical support and respon-
siveness with representatives and distributors in over 50 countries
worldwide. This same level of excellence in consistent product man-
ufacture and personal service and response is indigenous to the over-
all George Fischer organization

For further information, contact George Fischer Signet, Inc., 3401
Aerojet Avenue, El Monte, CA 91731. Phone: (626) 571-2770; Fax: (626)
573-2057. E-mail: info@gfsignet.com Web site: www.gfsignet.com.
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Sensors • Instrumentation for Industrial Process Control

Plastic Pipes • Fittings • Valves • Actuators • Rotameters

Fusion Machines • Secondary Containment • Tank Linings

Heat Exchangers • Custom Products

Corporate Profile
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The Power Of Choice Has Arrived

Featuring  S3L™

• Signet Sensor Serial Link

• Digital Communication

• To find out more visit our website

at www.gfsignet.com/S3L

Introducing The 8900
Multi-Parameter Controller

Customize your 8900 by choosing 
any of these plug-in modules:

• 2 or 4 channel input

• Up to 8 relays  

• Up to 4 Analog outputs

• AC line-voltage or DC power

Then, enjoy absolute versatility in 
the field

• Input types: Flow, pH, ORP, 

Conductivity, Resistivity, Temperature, 

Pressure, Level

• Mix and match up to 4 sensor types freely

• Modify and expand capabilities anytime

Other powerful features include:

• Compact 1/4 DIN enclosure

• Backlit LCD or Vacuum 

Fluorescent Display

For Sales and Service, visit our website: www.gfsignet.com • Or call (800) 854-4090
GEORGE FISCHER ‡ Piping Systems

Not since the Swiss Army™ Knife
has one product delivered so
many possibilities! +GF+ SIGNET’s
new 8900 Multi-Parameter 
controller takes the concept of
modularity to the extreme. This 
all-in-one unit boasts 4 sensor
input channels from any of 7
process parameters - flow, pH,
ORP, conductivity, level, tempera-
ture, pressure. To experience the
8900, check out the interactive
demo on our web site. 

www.gfs ignet . com/8900

‡ SIGNET

Excellence In Fluid Measurement
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IDEC Corporation

IDEC is a leading manufacturer of industrial control and automation products throughout the international market place.

We have subsidiaries in Canada, Europe, Asia and Australia, and have a strong sales network that also covers Latin America. 

Products for Today and Tomorrow
IDEC specializes in creating products that automate your systems, make them safer, more efficient and easier to use. The

goal of our research and development teams is to provide you with components that will satisfy both your current needs,

and will allow you to remain prepared for developing technologies. We are constantly striving to create the safest, most effi-

cient, productive interaction between man and machine possible. Our award winning products are not only practical but are

also created in a beautiful, sleek design. We care and our products show it. 

A Large Selection to Choose From
We offer a large selection of high quality control automation solutions that address a wide range of control applications

across a large variety of markets. We know our solutions will meet your needs and help complete your panel. Since 1975

IDEC has developed a reputation in the market place for having an extensive assortment of quality industrial components like

Relays, Pushbuttons, Power supplies, Micro PLCs, Smart Relays, Photoelectric switches, and sleek Industrial O/Is. We have

also developed a wide selection of industrial safety devices such as; safety interlock switches and three position grip switch-

es (required per ANSI standards for robotic manufacturers). With over 500,000 possible switch combinations available, IDEC

offers the broadest choice of pushbuttons, pilot lights and selector switches in the market. Our renowned E-stops, including

IDEC’s proprietary HW Unibody E-stop, meet international and safety standards.  Our goal is to meet our customers’ ever-

changing needs with the most dependable high quality products available, while maintaining a competitive price.

An Example of the Best
Recently we have added to our O/I Touchscreen family by adding the TFT Color HG4F 12" and HG3F 10"

Touchscreens, which are IP66, NEMA 4, 4X and 13 rated, comes with a built in Ethernet Port that supports ModBus TCP/IP

protocol. If an IDEC PLC can not be used, many drivers are available to communicate to other manufacturers’ PLCs.

We have also introduced the extremely competitive SA1E Series of miniature pho-

toelectric switches. These advanced sensors, rated IP67 (NEMA 6), have the electron-

ics completely molded into the casing providing water-resistance protection for the sen-

sors. Also CE marked, their slim design allows them to be used in tight spaces and with

their advanced interference protection circuitry they can be mounted very close togeth-

er without affecting each other’s operation.

If it’s power you’re looking for, IDEC has increased its line of power supplies

by adding three PS5R Slim Line Power Supply models. These new award win-

ning power supplies come with all the features and power of traditional power

supplies, but only occupy half the space. You save valuable DIN rail space with

the 30W (H3.74 in X W1.42 X D4.25 in), 60 W (H3.74 in X W.42 in X D4.25 in),

or 90 W (H4.53 in X W1.81 in X D4.76) while still filling your power needs. PS5R

Slim Line models are UL508-listed, UL1604 for hazardous locations, and also

UL1310 tested for NEC Class 2 rating (30 W and 60 W only). The incredibly slim

footprint of the PS5R Slim Line series makes them the perfect fit for your appli-

cation, your panel, and your budget.

IDEC products fulfill a wide variety of uses and offer a limitless range of possibilities. From the simplest of switches, like

an on/off key switch, to the complex functions of our programmable logic controllers, IDEC can provide you with the solu-

tion. Give us a call at 800-262-IDEC (4332) or visit our web site at www.idec.com.
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IDEC’s brings multiple levels of
control to your fingertips with the
HG Family of seven operator
interfaces. The HG3F and HG4F
have 256 color and 8 megabytes 
of memory. Both are RS-232,
RS-485 and RS-422 compatible,
have a built-in 10BaseT Ethernet 
connection and support Compact
Flash memory. The 6 inch HG2F
has 2MB of memory and a 256

color touchscreen. It’s also available
with a CC Click overlay. There
are three displays in the HG1X
series; 8 line, 20 char, 4 lines,
20 char and 2 lines with 16 char.
The HG1B is a monochrome
touchscreen with bitmap and
graphic display capabilities. Use
IDEC touchscreens to control
production with just the touch 
of a finger.

800-262-IDEC (4332)                     www.idec.com

It only takes one touch
to get the ball rolling!

HG4F 12.1” and HG3F 10.4”
TFT touchscreens

HG2F and CC Click
6” color touchscreen

HG1X
text message displays

HG1B
monochrome touchscreen
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Network Systems.
Connectorized fieldbus systems offer system-wide "plug-and-

play" convenience for all input and output devices on the network.
They allow extremely rapid changeovers to a connectorized
network, often in 15 minutes or less.

Fully-connectorized tees and junctions along with pre-molded
cables offer the
fastest and most
flexible method of
installing sensors
and actuators on
the network.

These rugged
components work
reliably in almost
all environments,
allowing remote
I/O to be mounted
directly on the
machine or in the
elements, thus
eliminating the
need for separate
water-tight or
remote control
boxes. They are also ideal for difficult processing environments,
including intrinsic safety, hazardous areas and volatile processes.

Product Innovation 
for Real Solutions.

InterlinkBT® is quick to respond
to customer demands for unique
and better fieldbus solutions to
meet application requirements.
Their product portfolio consists 
of a complete product family of
Advanced I/O Modules (AIM™)
including modules with flexible 
I/O configurations and enhanced
diagnostics, spanners and repeaters,
analog coupling modules, e-stop
modules, and unique modules for
motor control enclosures.

Network I/O Systems are
also available to solve specific
design requirements.The piconet®

network family offers smaller
products that are needed for
mounting on smaller machines.
piconet provides all the required
functionality and performance,
but in a smaller footprint. One
housing size handles a wide
range of functions and I/O
configurations. Snap-on or screw-on picofast® connectors allow
machine designers to quickly develop tools and material handling
systems in time for rapid development products. With an IP67
rating, piconet modules can be mounted directly on the machine,
eliminating the need for additional enclosures.

For applications when an enclosure is used, the BL20 I/O
System represents a flexible, open, and quality approach to network
installations. The gateway allows you to choose your fieldbus, while
I/O modules are available from 1 point of analog
to 32 points of digital. Wiring bases are available
with screw terminals or tension clamps and
the pin and socket interconnection
provides a reliable electrical
connection for uninterrupted
network communication.

Realize Cost Savings Now.
There are basic benefits realized when

designing around a fieldbus network. Those benefits include greatly
reduced costs by eliminating traditional point-to-point wiring, with
fewer terminations, cabinets and connections. Plus, faster startup
by utilizing fully-connectorized hardware, resulting in fewer circuit
checks, less wire numbering and less documentation. Also,
reduction in downtime and maintenance costs by having visible,
status indicating LED’s, short circuit detection and dedicated
diagnostics on the machine.

Take Advantage of Expertise,Training and Support.
InterlinkBT makes certain you get the best network products.

Plus they provide advanced technical support for all major open
device-level networks with an in-house staff of network experts and
more than 2,000 field distribution specialists.

MAKING NETWORKS WORK BETTER.
PLUG & PLAY

Advanced I/O Spanner Module

Modular BL20 
I/O System

piconet modules connected with
fiber optic cordsets.

�� ���� �����	�
 ��	�

�

Call 1-888-546-5880    www.interlinkbt.com
3000 Campus Drive, Mpls, MN 55441 • Tel: 763.694.2300 • FAX 763.694.2399

The optimum design of a fieldbus system must
consider the inherent benefits of the technology,

including the significant reduction of wiring,
installation labor and changeover time, plus 

stream-lined maintenance procedures.

Plug-and-play versatility is shown with an IP67 tee
and junction using standard cordsets and connectors.
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There’s always a new network technology
just around the corner, and when it’s real,
InterlinkBT will be one of the first to
bring it to market. Until then,
our advanced bus networks are
cost-saving solutions you can
implement today.

More Products. With over 3,000 products,
busstop® is your single source for every major
fieldbus. And because busstop is not tied to any one
fieldbus technology, we recommend the best network
and hardware for your application.

More Innovation. We lead the industry with firsts,
like our rugged IP67 network I/O modules for every
major fieldbus. The first on-the-machine I/O modules.
The first miniature fieldbus modules. The first
industrial Ethernet switch. The list goes on, and so
do our success stories.

More Expertise, Training and Support. We make certain
you get the best network and products to help you
achieve your cost, quality and productivity objectives.
Plus we train more people than anyone and provide

advanced technical support for all
major open networks with an in-
house staff of experts and more than
2,000 field distribution specialists.

Realize Cost Savings Now.
With InterlinkBT, you’ll eliminate

traditional point-to-point wiring, utilizing
all plug-in hardware. And quickly benefit

from significant reductions in wiring, installation
labor, changeover time and system maintenance.

Go to www.interlinkbt.com or call 1-888-546-5880 to
learn how we bring you real network solutions today.

Still waiting for tomorrow’s big
advancement in network connectivity?

Real Solutions. Right Now.

One stop for every bus.

�� ���� �����	�
 ��	�
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National Instruments
Since 1976, National Instruments has revolutionized the way engineers and scientists measure and automate the world around

them through the innovative concept of virtual instrumentation. 

Virtual instrumentation combines commercial PC-based technologies with easy-to-inte-
grate software - such as the NI LabVIEW™ graphical development environment - and mod-
ular hardware - such as PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXI) modules for data acqui-

sition, instrument control, and machine vision. Engineers, scientists, and technical professionals around the world use virtual instru-
ments (VIs) to create flexible, user-defined solutions, as opposed to closed, fixed-function, vendor-defined systems. 

Because NI™ systems are based on the open PC platform, users can take advantage of new commercial technologies as they
emerge, such as .NET, Ethernet, and wireless communications.

Powerful Software 
As performance and flexibility requirements for measurement and automation systems continue to rise, software design has

become more important. By investing in flexible, easy-to-use software that consistently delivers optimal performance, companies
can dramatically reduce development time and simplify application development, maintenance,
and integration of their measurement and automation systems. 

Engineers and scientists can use the intuitive, logical-flow diagrams of NI LabVIEW to easily
develop custom applications while taking advantage of the PC for processing, display, and device
connectivity. With LabVIEW 7 Express, engineers can create measurement and control applications
in minutes. This technology delivers configuration-based development tools such as Express VIs
and interactive measurement assistants, plus features such as automatic code generation.

LabVIEW 7 Express also introduced functionality that ranges from industrial PCs to handheld and embedded devices. For years,
engineers have used the LabVIEW Real-Time Module with rugged FieldPoint™ and PXI hardware to develop industrial data acqui-
sition, machine condition monitoring and custom embedded control systems. With LabVIEW 7 Express, NI extended LabVIEW
capabilities to Palm OS and Microsoft Pocket PC handheld PDAs, embedded FPGAs on NI reconfigurable hardware, and indus-
trial NI Compact Vision Systems.

Modular Measurement Hardware
As a market leader in PC-based data acquisition, NI offers data acquisition devices for desktop, portable, and networked appli-

cations on several buses, including PCI, PXI, PCMCIA, USB, and FireWire. Digital I/O and analog output modules extend the reach
of PC-based data acquisition to mission-critical industrial applications, and innovative NI-DAQ™mx software delivers dramatic
improvements in I/O performance and ease of use. 

By integrating commercial PC-based technologies and investing in innovative research and development, NI data acquisition
prices continue to track industry trends while improving system performance, accuracy, and reli-
ability. NI recently added more value for its data acquisition customers by substantially reducing
prices worldwide for 13 of its most popular DAQ modules.

NI measurement hardware gives engineers the flexibility to create custom automated systems
on a variety of industry-standard computer platforms. PXI combines the high-speed PCI bus with
integrated timing and synchronization to deliver a more than 10X performance improvement over

older architectures. NI also offers a variety of rugged, modular PXI hardware, including a new 100 MS/s mixed-signal test suite.

In addition, NI offers an entire line of rugged I/O for process automation. For measurement, industrial control, or data logging
applications that involve a diverse array of sensors and actuators, engineers can use NI FieldPoint and Compact FieldPoint to per-
form process automation, even in electrically or environmentally harsh environments. 

Also ideal for harsh environments, the NI Compact Vision System facilitates several simultaneous inspections by offering the pro-
cessing power of multiple smart cameras and delivering three IEEE 1394 ports for connectivity to numerous imaging sensors, includ-
ing high-speed and high-resolution cameras. Engineers can use the Compact Vision System with NI Vision Builder for Automated
Inspection software and NI LabVIEW code-generation tools to create highly customized applications without programming.

Revolutionizing Measurement and Automation
From testing DVD players to researching advanced medicines, customers use NI software and hardware to build a diverse range

of systems and products. Whether their application requires data acquisition, analysis, advanced control, machine vision, or motion
control - engineers and scientists can speed development time, reduce costs, and increase flexibility and accuracy with NI products.
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Fax: (512) 683-9300 • info@ni.com

(800) 891-2755

ni.com/info

To view a technical web event and learn more
about PXI for industrial control and measurement, 
visit ni.com/info and enter dw65au.

Expand your PAC measurement functionality 
with NI PXI and LabVIEW™ Real-Time
National Instruments PACs combine the flexibility of PC-based software with the reliability of industrial hardware running a real-time operating
system. LabVIEW Real-Time lets you quickly develop your application to accurately measure analog signals, perform floating-point calculations,
implement custom control algorithms, log data, and then easily share the information.

PXI delivers the processing speed and performance you need for faster control loops and
custom calculations. With PXI and LabVIEW Real-Time, you can quickly develop custom
algorithms for reliable industrial control and monitoring systems that include data
acquisition, motion control, and image acquisition. In addition, the modularity of PXI
makes the systems easy to configure, reconfigure, and repair.

Use powerful NI PACs to perform advanced tasks such as:

• Vibration analysis, image processing, motion control, and CAN in real time
• Implementing control of PID with autotuning or PID with gain scheduling, fuzzy logic
• Communicating using the built-in Web server, FTP server, and e-mail capability

Features Industrial PCs PXI

System real-time support  – ✓

Extended operating temperatures up to 55 °C – ✓

Suitable for extended shock and vibration  – ✓

Rugged IEC pin-and-socket connection architecture –  ✓

Optimized cooling architecture – ✓

Wide availability of devices and vendors ✓ ✓

High channel count, number of slots ✓ ✓

Low mean time to repair (MTTR) – ✓

Internal triggering for device synchronization  – ✓

PAC Programmable 
Automation Controller
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More Information Online
It’s the most powerful site
devoted to sensor &
machine safety technology.
Instantly download catalogs,
brochures, data sheets and
more in PDF format. There’s
extensive technical reference
data, along with tutorials,
tables, glossaries and
hundreds of useful links. 

More Sensing Solutions Online
Our online Product Selector matches your
needs with the right product. Get detailed

information on more
than 10,000 sensing
solutions including
photoelectric sensors,
measurement and
inspection products,
plus machine safety
systems.

More Support
Get online application
engineering support and
a global distributor
locator. Buy Banner
products 24/7 with
overnight delivery of
most items. Browse
through our extensive
library of illustrated product
applications.

View and Download Literature
Catalogs, brochures, data sheets and application files are available

in multiple languages and can
be downloaded immediately or
conveniently emailed to you in
PDF format.

Tutorials and Online
Training
Each product line includes
a Technical Information
section with
Glossaries,
Tutorials,
Tables, and a
FAQ (Frequently
Asked Questions) section.
Informative animated
tutorials help users comprehend complex sensing technologies.

Instant Access to 
AutoCAD Files
bannerengineering.com
details the entire Banner
line, complete with

downloadable
technical data,
application
drawings, and
AutoCAD files
in dxf format.

Purchase Online 24/7 
with Overnight Delivery
buybanneronline.com
Allows immediate purchase of
more than 10,000 products. It is
connected with an automated
fulfillment system, allowing
instock orders to ship
immediately, offering convenient
overnight delivery.

Toll-Free 888-3-SENSOR (888-373-6767)

Banner Engineering Corporation 
9714 Tenth Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN  55441
email: sensors@bannerengineering.com
© 2003 Banner Engineering Corp

Instant Access 
to the Largest 
Library of Sensing 
Information 
in the World.
bannerengineering.com
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Active Touch® employs OPC communication
technology, permitting data exchange with network nodes

suchh as SCADA or process control systems

Japan’s Largest DAQ Manufacturer    
TEL: 800-888-8884
www.contecusa.com

Easy Set-up 
Screen editing and control parameters can be set 

with Contec’s built-in screen/script software - funnctions
needing”more complex logic can be formatted with

“eStep”-tree structure dialog boxes

a highh performance touchscreen panel features a 32-bit RISC
240MHz CPU, built-in screen/script design softtware and multi-media web 
capabilities.  Active Touch® provides simultaneous monitor and control

funnctions for multiple vendors' PLCs, USB or RS-232C 
barcode readers and remote I/O.  

Active Touch

Powerful Communication Capabilities

Data Link to OPC Server

Microelectronics USA Inc.
Japan’s Largest DAQ Manufacturer

For over two decades CONTEC has developed and manufactured
automation  control systems to meet the growing demands of today’s
factory and laboratory environments.  CONTEC’s diverse line of PC-based
data acquisition and industrial computers gives customers a total solution to 
their process control and factory automation needs.

From design to purchasing - through manufacturing and distribution; the need for
seamless integration of these processes continues to grow.  CONTEC has made a committment to
meeting this demand through ongoing development of new products and continuing refinement
of existing lines.

CONTEC

www.contecusa.com Tel: 800-888-8884

C = the integrated solution offered by CONTEC
n = the degree of heightened productivity that can be realized through the utilization of these
solutions. Together they are a visual representation of CONTEC’s diverse and quality products.

CONTEC is committed to expanding their existing strength of product in Industrial Technology

while focusing on a continued development of products for integrated Information Technology.
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FCI. The Process Industry Flow Measurement Standard.
Fluid Components Intl is recognized across the process control industry for precision calibration services and highly reliable flow meter-

ing instrumentation. From early designs, FCI has focused on replicating field conditions in a controlled laboratory environment. This

assures the highest installed accuracy and minimum metering uncertainty. Today, we operate a state-of-the-art flow calibration lab with

the versatility to transition quickly through a wide range of calibration fluids, line sizes, and process connec-

tions. We feature automation and data collection capabilities that offer unmatched proprietary calibration solu-

tions that balance throughput efficiency with traceability and reliability.

FCI's calibration lab features gas flow calibration capabilities ranging as low as 0.001 SCFM (.00017 NCMH)

to ranges that exceed 5000 SCFM (8500 NCMH) and higher for line sizes in excess of 10 in. (250 mm).

Calibrations for applications with temperature ranges from -100 to +1000ºF (-73 to +538ºC) and pressure ranges

from 0 to 1000 psig (0 to 68 atmospheres) are commonly performed for many fluid services.

New Fuel and Sanitary Flow Stands
With a continuous investment in 2003, our cal lab now includes a Fuel Flow Stand for aviation fuels (JP4,

JP5, JP8, Jet A, Stoddard Solvent) as well as coolants, lube and hydraulic fluids (ethylene glycol, PAO-synthetic oil).  It operates over a

flow range of 0.1 to 100 gpm (+0.25% accuracy), at temperatures from -40 to 220°F.   Additionally, FCI commissioned a Sanitary Flow

Stand in late 2003 that is ideal for a wide range of food, beverage and pharmaceutical products.

NIST--ISO 9001 Certification--AS9000 Compliance
FCI calibrations are performed utilizing only NIST traceable equipment and instrumentation. We pride ourselves on meeting MIL-STD-

45662A, ANSI/NCSL Z-540 requirements and for continuously maintaining ISO 9001 certification and AS9000 compliance. 

AVAL Sizing Software and Instrument Selection Services
FCI has  sizing and specification software to make selection of thermal mass and Coriolis mass flow instruments quick and reliable. FCI

AVAL and ASAP software will ensure customers are fully aware of process conditions that can potentially produce installed uncertainty.

Corporate Profile

Mass flow meters for everyprocess

Headquarters: 1755 La Costa Meadows Dr., San Marcos,CA 92069 USA|800-863-8704 |760-744-6950|Fax 760-736-6250

>> True mass flow measurement with

Coriolis or thermal sensing

>> Wide flow range

(Liquid: 0.1 to 1900 lb/min;

Gas: 0.0062 to 1850 SCFM)

>> High accuracy

(Liquid: ±0.1% reading;

Gas: ±1% reading)

>> Fast response

(Liquid: 150 msec; Gas: <2 seconds)

>> Aeration digester or biogas flow

>> Fuel flow test stands

>> Flare gas monitoring

>> Ingredient dosing

>> Batch processing

>> Real-time density measurement

SampleApplications

Mass Flow Meter Performance

>>FCI. The mass flow experts.

FCI’s thermal and Coriolis mass flow meters offer a wide

range of liquid and gas flow measurement solutions.

Whether dirty or sanitary applications, FCI meters fea-

ture unmatched accuracy, reliability, turndown and commu-

nication capabilities. Easy installation and minimal main-

tenance result in low cost of ownership.

Call FCI toll free today at 1-800-863-8704 for a free

CD Catalog and Applications Guide

created for your specific industry.

>> fluidcomponents.com

Visit us at INTERKAMA 2004, Booth E55, Hall 6
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IKEY
The Company
Formerly Texas Industrial Peripherals, IKEY began in 1989 with the goal of filling a market need for rugged computer periph-

erals. Today, IKEY manufactures the most complete line of NEMA rated industrial keyboards, computer pointing devices and flat
panel displays in the industry. 

The Products
Featuring more than eighty desktop, panel mount, rackmount, and OEM models, IKEY offers an extremely wide range of

sizes, styles and features. Whether your application requires waterproofing or backlit keys, small footprint or stainless steel, an
integrated pointing device or a sunlight-readable screen, IKEY has the product to accommodate. 

The Innovations
Among its many industry milestones, IKEY was the first company to produce an industrial keyboard that featured an integrated

pointing device. IKEY also introduced the first industrial, illuminated mobile keyboard, as well as the first NEMA 4X rated keyboard
enclosed in an ABS polycarbonate case. In 2004 IKEY continues its trend of innovative designs, with the introduction of the first
industrial keyboard/pointing device to measure less than an inch in height, as well as the first wireless, industrial keyboard.

The Service
IKEY was founded on the principles of innovation, quality and, most importantly, service. The com-

pany prides itself on quick follow-up, short lead times, and an easy ordering process. IKEY's in-house
repair department allows for rapid turn around, while its engineering, technical support, and sales
teams, bring years of experience to the very unique issues involved in harsh environment applications.

The Solutions
In the business of rugged peripherals, you speak to customers facing challenging issues on a daily basis. At IKEY, creating

solutions to those issues is always the number one goal. Moving into its 15th year of designing and manufacturing innovative
and reliable products, IKEY's industrial peripherals can be found all over the world, in many industries, and as part of thousands
of applications. 

To learn more about IKEY, call 1.800.866.6506, or visit us online at www.ikey.com 

Corporate Profile

THINK YOU’VE GOT A TOUGH PROBLEM?
WE’VE GOT A TOUGHER SOLUTION.
MORE THAN 80 
NEMA-RATED PRODUCTS!

1.800.866.6506 � www.ikey.com1.800.866.6506 � www.ikey.com

IKEY Industrial Peripherals
2621 Ridgepoint Dr. suite 235
Austin, TX 78754

Call 1.800.866.6506 to order our
2004 Industrial Products Catalog

�Desktop Keyboards
�Panel Mount Keyboards
�Backlit Keyboards
�Rackmount Keyboards
�OEM Keyboards
�Flat Panel Displays
�Pointing Devices
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Lake Monitors
Lake Monitors is one of today’s leading manufacturers of inline flow meters, flow switches/alarms, flow transmitters and

hydraulic system analyzers for closed loop piping systems. Lake’s high-quality monitors can be utilized in either compressed

gas or liquid systems to ensure proper volumetric flow rates of coolants, purge gasses and lubricants.

Founded in 1989 by Jack E. Lake, Lake Monitors continually provides the industry with high-quality, low-cost and virtu-

ally maintenance-free flow monitoring products. Incorporating more than 20 innovative and unique design features, Lake

Products are—dollar for dollar—superior in quality to any other monitor available on the market.

Lake Monitors is so confident in the reliability and continuous operation of its monitors, the company backs all its mon-

itors with a five-year warranty. That’s one of the best warranties in the industry today! As far an innovation goes, Lake cur-

rently holds several patents and has patent protection on more than 8,000 configurations for monitors, flow alarms, flow sen-

sors and hydraulic system analyzers.

Although Lake stocks a wide variety of product configurations, its customers frequently require products that are cus-

tomized to meet their special applications. And Lake delivers. Its technical services department will work with engineers to

develop exactly the right monitor to meet specifications and provide the best flow monitoring solution. 

Contact Lake today for more information about product applications, servicing or technical assistance.

Lake Monitors Inc.

2013 South 37th Street

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53215

Phone: 800.850.6110  Fax: 414.671.5253

www.lakemonitors.com
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■ Low Cost

■ NEMA Type 4X Enclosures

■ High Pressure up to 6,000 PSIG

■ Electronic Feedback including
2-wire 4-20mA

■ Numerous Porting Options

■ 5-Year Warranty

■ Private Branding Available

For more information, contact Lake today.

800.850.6110  414.671.3577    www.lakemonitors.com 

When You’re Looking for Value...
Look to Lake.

Simply the Best!

Flow Transmitters,
Flow Meters & Flow Alarms
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QSI Corporation
QSI Corporation designs and manufactures operator interface terminals for industrial, commercial and vehicle applications.

Our products go by many names, such as: terminal, operator interface, human-machine interface, graphical user interface, vehi-

cle control head, pendant, programming or teach pendant, etc.

We specialize in making both graphical and character terminals for applications where high reliability and excellent dura-

bility are a necessity. QSI customers have used our terminals in many applications, such as industrial machine tools, control pan-

els in high-volume production plants, plant floor data collection terminals, commercial public-access terminals, driver mapping

and dispatch, wireless vehicle maintenance, process control such as in a petroleum refinery, and many, many more.

You have likely seen or used QSI terminals without knowing it: most of our products are customized for a specific appli-

cation, and are “private labeled” with our customer’s name. QSI supplies terminals that meet our customer’s requirements for

style, ruggedness, sealing and functionality, with their logo and name, and often within days of receiving their specification.

QSI Corporation’s terminal programming language, called Qlarity, is an object-based language designed by QSI for our intel-

ligent graphic terminals. Qlarity uses objects to display information on the screen, accept user input and communicate with other

devices. While being object-based, it uses simple BASIC-like programming features such as conditional logic (IF-ELSE), looping

(WHILE, FOR-NEXT), a rich set of logical and arithmetic operators and built-in functions to access the terminal hardware. Qlarity

(pronounced “Clarity”) allows QSI and our customers the ability to quickly design custom applications and communication pro-

tocols to interface and control most hardware.

QSI can provide semi-custom terminals in small quantities and with short lead times, and, for larger

volume applications, we can design and provide an all-custom operator interface. Our extensive engineer-

ing experience and comprehensive environmental test facility, including thermal and humidity chambers,

vibration and shock tables, spray chambers, wind-blown rain and sand tunnels, dust chambers, EMI and

EMC test equipment, ESD test equipment, etc., give us the capability to design and produce rugged and reli-

able terminals that will meet your functional, aesthetic and environmental requirements.   —QSI Corporation, www.qsicorp.com

Circle 33 on Control Solutions International RS Card
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Photoelectric sensors:
A solution for every application

Ed Myers, Product Manager; Jeff Allison, Product Manager; Gary Frigyes, Product Manager,
Pepperl+Fuchs, Twinsburg, OH

s the manufacturing world

becomes more and more automated, in-

dustrial sensors have become the key to

increasing both productivity and safety.

These sensors come in all sizes, shapes,

and technologies—with the most com-

mon technologies being inductive, capac-

itive, photoelectric, magnetic, and ultra-

sonic. Each technology has its own

strengths and weaknesses, so the require-

ments of the application must determine

the technology to be used. 

This article focuses on photoelectric

sensors. It provides a brief refresher on

what they are, spells out their advantages,

and outlines basic modes of operation. 

Photoelectrics: A few basics
Photoelectric sensors detect a change in

light intensity. Typically, this means either

nondetection or detection of the sensor’s

emitted light source. The type of light and

method by which the target is detected

varies, depending on the specific sensor

being used.

The sensors are made up of a light

source (LED), a receiver (phototransistor),

a signal converter, and an amplifier.  The

phototransistor analyzes incoming light,

verifies that it’s from the LED, and appro-

priately triggers an output (Fig. 1).

The advantages of this sensing tech-

nology compared to others are many. For

example, sensing ranges for photoelectric

sensors far surpass that of inductive, ca-

pacitive, magnetic, and ultrasonic tech-

nologies. In addition, their small size ver-

sus sensing range and variety of housings

available make them a perfect fit for al-

most any application. Finally, with con-

tinual advances in technology, photoelec-

tric sensors are price competitive with

other sensing technologies.

Photoelectric sensors provide three

primary methods of target detection: dif-

fused, retro-reflective and thru-beam. In

the material that follows, we’ll look at the

modes of operation, benefits, and draw-

backs of each of these.

Diffused Mode
In diffused mode sensing, sometimes

called proximity mode, the transmitter and

receiver are in the same housing. Light

from the transmitter strikes the target,

which reflects light at arbitrary angles.

Some of the reflected light returns to the

receiver, and the target is detected. Be-

cause much of the transmitted energy is

lost due to the target’s angle and ability to

reflect light, diffused mode results in short-

er sensing ranges than are attainable with

retro-reflective and thru-beam modes. 

The advantage is that a secondary

device, such as a reflector or a separate re-

ceiver, is not required.  Factors that can

have an impact on diffused mode sensing

range include the target’s color, size, and

finish because these directly affect its re-

flectivity and, therefore, its ability to reflect

light back to the sensor’s receiver. The

table (left) illustrates the effect of the tar-

get on the sensing range for diffused

mode sensing. 

The diffused convergent beam mode

is a more efficient method of diffused

mode sensing.  Here, the transmitter lens

is focused to an exact point in front of the

sensor, and the receiver lens is focused to

the same point.  The sensing range is

fixed and defined as the focus point. The

sensor is then able to detect an object at

this focal point, plus or minus some dis-

tance, known as the “sensing window.”

Objects in front of or behind this sensing

window are ignored. The sensing win-

dow is dependent on the target’s reflec-

tivity and the sensitivity adjustment.

Because all of the emitted energy is fo-

cused to a single point, a high amount of

excess gain is available, which enables

the sensor to easily detect narrow or low

a

Forget what type of 
photoelectric sensor will
do the job? Here’s a
quick refresher course!
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Material Reflective
Index

Aluminum, untreated 140%

Automobile tires 1.5%

Beer foam 70%

Black foam carpet backing 2%

Black neoprene 4%

Black plastic 14%

Black, anodized aluminum 115%

Black, extruded anodized aluminum 50%

Clean pine wood 75%

Clear plastic bottles 40%

Cork 35%

Extruded aluminum 105%

Newsprint 55%

Opaque white plastic 87%

Polished stainless steel 400%

Testcard standard gray 18%

Testcard standard white 90%

Transparent brown plastic bottles 60%

White paper 80%

Wooden pallets—clean 20%

Note: The values in this table are intended only
as guidelines, as a variety of factors determine
the exact sensing range in an application.

Target reflectivity 

{applying
technology}
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reflectivity targets (Fig. 2).

The diffused mode with background

suppression detects targets only up to a

certain cut-off distance, but ignores ob-

jects beyond that distance. This mode also

minimizes sensitivity to a target’s color

among the diffused mode variations. One

main advantage of diffused mode with

background suppression is the ability to

ignore a background object that may be

incorrectly identified as a target by a stan-

dard diffused mode photoelectric sensor.

Diffused mode with background

suppression can operate at a fixed dis-

tance or at a variable distance. Back-

ground suppression can be accomplished

technically in two ways, either mechani-

cally or electronically. 

With the diffused mode with me-

chanical background suppression, there

are two receiving elements in the photo-

electric sensor—one  receives light from

the target and the other receives light

from the background. When the reflected

light at the target receiver is greater than

that at the background receiver, the target

is detected and the output is activated.

When the reflected light at the back-

ground receiver is greater than that at the

target receiver, the target is not detected

and the output doesn’t change state. The

focal point can be mechanically adjusted

for variable distance sensors (Fig. 3).

In diffused mode with electronic

background suppression, a position sensi-

tive device (PSD) is used inside the sensor

instead of mechanical parts. The transmit-

ter emits a light beam, which is reflected

back to two different points on the PSD

from both the target and the background

material. The sensor evaluates the light

striking these two points on the PSD and

compares this signal to the pre-set value

to determine whether the output changes

state (Fig. 4).

Retro-reflective mode
Retro-reflective mode is the second pri-

mary mode of photoelectric sensing. As

with diffused mode sensing, the transmit-

ter and receiver are in the same housing,

but a reflector is used to reflect the light

from the transmitter back to the receiver.

The target is detected when it blocks the

beam from the photoelectric sensor to the

reflector. Retro-reflective mode typically

allows longer sensing ranges than dif-

fused mode due to the increased efficien-

cy of the reflector compared with the re-

flectivity of most targets. The target color

and finish do not affect the sensing range

in retro-reflective mode as they do with

diffused mode.

Retro-reflective mode photoelectric

sensors are available with or without po-

larization filters. A polarization filter only

allows light at a certain phase angle back

to the receiver, which allows the sensor

to see a shiny object as a target and not

incorrectly as a reflector. This is because

light reflected from the reflector shifts the

phase of the light, whereas light reflected

from a shiny target does not. A polarized

retro-reflective photoelectric sensor must

be used with a corner-cube reflector,

which is a type of reflector with the abil-

ity to accurately return the light energy,
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Oscillator

Load

Power Source

Signal
Converter

Output Switch

Amp

Modulated LED

Phototransistor

LED OnTarget

Sensing Window

FIG. 1: Basic construction of a photoelectric sensor with light source and receiver
plus electronics.

FIG. 2: Diffused convergent mode sensor.
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on a parallel axis, back to the receiver.

Polarized retro-reflective sensors are rec-

ommended for any application with

shiny targets (Fig. 5).

Non-polarized retro-reflective photo-

electric sensors usually allow longer sens-

ing ranges than polarized versions.

However, they can falsely identify a shiny

target as a reflector.

Retro-reflective mode for clear object

detection photoelectric sensors use a low

hysteresis circuit to detect small changes

in light that commonly occur when sens-

ing clear objects. The clear object mode

sensors use polarized filters on both the

sensor transmitter and receiver to reduce

false responses caused by reflections

from the target.

Retro-reflective mode sensors with

foreground suppression will not falsely

identify glossy targets as the reflector

when they are within a certain distance,

or dead zone. This mode is suited for de-

tecting shrink-wrapped pallets, whereas a

standard retro-reflective mode sensor can

mistake the glossy covering for a reflector

and not change state. Optical apertures in

front of the transmitter and receiver ele-

ments in the sensor housing produce a

zone to eliminate erroneous detection of

reflective material.

Thru-beam mode
Thru-beam mode—also called opposed

mode—is the third and final primary

method of detection for photoelectric

sensors. This mode uses two separate

housings, one for the transmitter and one

for the receiver. The light from the trans-

mitter is aimed at the receiver; when a tar-

get breaks this light beam, the output on

the receiver is activated. This mode is the

most efficient of the three, and allows the

longest possible sensing ranges. 

Thru-beam mode sensors are avail-

able in a variety of styles. The most com-

mon includes one transmitter housing,

one receiver housing, and one light

beam between the two housings.

Transmitter

Target

Receiver
E2

E1

Target

Receiving Optics

Receiving Optics

Transmitter

PSD
(receiver)

Background
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FIG. 3 (top): Diffused mode with mechanical background suppression. FIG. 4 (middle):
Diffused mode with electronic background suppression. FIG. 5 (bottom): Retro-reflective
mode photoelectric sensors are available with or without polarization filters.

Polarizing filter

Lens

Target

Corner Cube
Reflector

Polarizing filter 

Lens
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Another type is “slot” or “fork” photo-

electric sensors that incorporate both

transmitter and receiver into one hous-

ing, with no alignment required. Light

grids are arrays of many different trans-

mitters in one housing and many differ-

ent receivers in another housing, which,

when aimed at each other, create a vir-

tual “sheet” of light beams.

Fiber optic sensing
Fiber sensors guide the light from the

transmitter through either plastic or glass

cables called fiber optic cables. In appli-

cations involving small targets or unfa-

vorable conditions, fiber optic cables

may be the optimum solution. Fiber op-

tic cables allow either diffused mode or

thru-beam mode sensing.

Glass fiber optic cables are con-

structed from tiny strands of glass that

are bundled together inside an applica-

tion-specific sheath. Glass fiber optic ca-

bles are typically more rugged than plas-

tic versions, more efficient in light trans-

mission (resulting in longer sensing

ranges), and work well with both visible

red and infrared light.

Plastic fiber optic cables are manu-

factured from a light conductive plastic

monofilament material and are housed in

a protective PVC jacket. They are typical-

ly more flexible and cost-effective than

glass versions, can be cut to length, and

work only with visible light. 

Conclusion
As you can see, opting to use photo-

electric sensors is just the first step in

the selection process. Because of the

wide variety of photoelectric technolo-

gies and modes of operation available,

you must carefully think through the

demands of the application, and select

the exact technology and mode that

best meets those demands. The good

news is, with such an array of offer-

ings, there is undoubtedly a solution

that’s a perfect fit. ■■■
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➤ Application-specific photoelectric sensors

In addition to the standard modes of operation for photoelectric sensors, there are
several application-specific sensors. These are used to solve nontraditional photoelectric
applications, such as to detect changes in a target’s color, porous targets, and invisible
markings on products.

Here are examples of these sensors:
Color—Color sensors are available in a wide variety of styles and options. The most

basic color sensors are single channel units, which can be programmed to detect a single
color. More advanced units can detect up to ten unique colors and allow multiple shades
to be programmed on the same channel. One application would include quality control
where different colors are marked on the product, as a stage of production is complete.
Another would be to program multiple shades of a color on the same channel. These col-
ors could indicate the manufacturers acceptable range of color variance for a finished prod-
uct in a dyeing or injection molding application.

Contrast—Contrast sensors are used to detect a difference in two colors or media. The
sensor is first taught two different conditions. Next, it evaluates the current conditions. If the
current target’s reflected light is closer to the first condition, the output will remain off. If the
current target’s reflected light is closer to the second condition, the output will change state.
A typical application for contrast sensing is registration mark detection before cutting or
converting paper in the packaging industry. 

Luminescence—Luminescence sensors are used to detect inks, greases, glues, paints,
chalks and other materials with luminescent properties. Marks on irregular backgrounds and
clear or invisible markings are easily sensed using an ultraviolet light source. Typical applications
for luminescence sensors include detecting the clear tamper-proof seals on medicine bottles ,
and detecting a defective product that’s been marked with chalk (i.e. a knot in a piece of wood).

Light grids—Light grids are used to create a grid or sheet of light. There are many vari-
ations, sizes and applications for light grids. Miniature, high-resolution light grids can be
used for small parts counting. Larger grids can be used to ensure part ejection from a press
before the next press cycle. Safety light grids are used to create a safe “perimeter” around
a machine so that operators are protected from potentially dangerous parts of the machine.  

Passive infrared—Passive infrared sensors are used to detect movement of an object
within a defined sensing area or zone. The term passive is used because the sensor does
not emit any light, but instead detects infrared emissions from an object with a temperature
that is different than the surrounding environment. A typical application for passive infrared
sensors is controlling automatic doors or lights. 

Zone scanners—Much like passive infrared sensors, area scanners are used to detect
the presence or movement of an object within a defined sensing area or zone. The main dif-
ference is that active infrared sensors emit light and are able to detect movement of an ob-
ject in the area when the temperature of the target cannot be determined. A typical appli-
cation could be detecting vehicles approaching an overhead door in a warehouse. 
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Transformer monitoring
system and wireless link
tie legacy serial devices
to Ethernet networks

Don Neas, Technical Manager, Cirronet Inc. and
Sylvain Lapointe, Product Manager, GE Energy

onitoring mission-

critical data from the components of a

nation’s power grid is not only essential

to providing good customer service, but

also has become an issue of public safe-

ty and national security. In today’s

world, our dependence on electricity

has made it a necessity. At the same

time, providing power is, of course, a

business, and making economically-

sound decisions is the key to serving

customers and shareholders alike. 

Monitoring electrical transformers

doesn’t just entail checking voltage and

current. A number of key areas, such as

leakage, temperature, acoustic emis-

sions, tap position, solar radiation, and

even the local weather condition, all

need to be monitored in real time. As it

turns out, getting that data from substa-

tions—which are often located in remote

areas—to a central location can be cost-

ly as well as unreliable.

An example of this was a project

GE Energy worked on in which it was

approached by a major power supplier

in the southeastern United States with a

significant need to monitor transformers

at a number of remote substations. GE

Energy’s T-MAP™ (Transformer - Main-

tenance Action Planner) product line

was an ideal solution for collecting the

data at the transformer, and viewing the

data at the customer’s headquarters.

However, getting the data back to the

customer’s corporate network posed

some challenges.

Wireless versus
wireline solutions
Not all substations are alike and, thus,

their needs are different. T-MAP™ sys-

tems have built-in microprocessors that

compare, compute, and relate the gath-

ered data to user-set parameters. They

then generate visual alarms, alarm sig-

nals and exception reports for immedi-

ate action when data levels exceed set

parameters, making them ideal for the

task. In this particular installation, the T-

MAP™ 3100 collects transformer data

from HYDRAN® 201Ti and AQUAOIL®

400 detectors, along with more than

thirty other digital and analog sensors,

while the T-MAP™ 2230 collects infor-

mation related to the local substation’s

weather conditions. 

Each T-MAP™ cabinet supports two

transformers and a weather station. For

small substations with a single cabinet, a

cellular wireless transport back to the

central monitoring location was an

option. The downside to the cellular

option was recurring monthly charges in

excess of $500 (USD) per month per

cabinet. Another option was to run a

wired telephone line to the cabinet to

allow a dial-up connection. However,

because of the need to protect the line

m
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from the high electromagnetic fields that

are present in a substation, the installa-

tion cost approached $20,000.

Larger substations typically have an

equipment shed with a high-speed

wireline connection to a VPN. In these

installations, the existing transformers

already have wired connections to the

shed in place. The issue is whether or

not there is room for additional cabling

in the trays. When there is room, this is

the best option. However, when there is

not, or when additional transformers

must be added, cabling is not an option.

In some instances, the ground may have

been contaminated previously and,

therefore, cannot be disturbed. Even

without contamination, burying cable

channels is difficult due to the ground

grid that must be negotiated. In these

instances, a wireless solution is the

obvious choice. For this particular cus-

tomer, using wireless communications

was not only technologically feasible, it

also was economically attractive.

Identifying a reliable 
wireless solution
A manager at the energy company had

been researching wireless technology

using products from Cirronet in Atlanta,

GA. He was investigating the use of a

wireless data link of approximately 1000

feet to connect the transformer monitor-

ing equipment to the company’s corpo-

rate wide area network. The communi-

cation link has to be reliable, easy to

implement, and highly configurable, in

addition to being affordable. Finally,

since equipment is typically installed

outdoors or in unconditioned environ-

ments, a wide operating temperature

range is also a requirement.

It was decided that frequency hop-

ping spread spectrum (FHSS) technolo-

gy should be used to provide superior

jamming and interference immunity in

the difficult radio environment of an

electrical substation. Reliability was of

paramount importance with the commu-

nications link, and by using FHSS with

Automatic Retransmit Request (ARQ),

reliable, transparent, error-free transmis-

sion was assured by the manufacturer.

GE Energy ordered a developer’s

kit from Cirronet, and spent several

months testing the Transformer

Monitoring System (TMS) with the radios

prior to going on-site for a survey. It

immediately found that because of exist-

ing obstructions, wireless communica-

tions would not be possible with the

radios mounted in the T-MAP™ cabinet.

An externally-mounted remote radio

transceiver with an integrated patch

antenna situated high enough to clear

the obstruction solved the problem. In

addition, by using the remotely-located

transceiver, long RF cable runs were

avoided. As it turned out, a RF cable

wouldn’t have fit in the existing conduit,

but the baseband cable fit easily.

Link overcomes interference
The initial testing was performed with two

HopNet HN-3010 serial, weatherproof

modems—one at the T-MAP™ cabinet and

one at the equipment shed. The HN-3010

has a NEMA 4X (IP 66) rated enclosure,

an internal 6-dB patch antenna, and oper-

ates between -30°C and +70°C. 

Once the HN-3010 was mounted, it

was simply pointed in the general direc-

tion of the receiving device. The HN-

3010 at the equipment shed was con-
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Circle 35 on Control Solutions International RS Card
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nected to a PC that collected the data,

and a dial-up connection was made

between the central monitoring location

and the on-site PC. The data was then

transferred to a server on the customer’s

network. Testing proved the robustness

of the wireless link across the substation,

even with the high electromagnetic

fields and other interference present.

However, getting data from the serial

output T-MAP™ to the corporate network

was far from seamless.

Having determined that the RF per-

formance was reliable, GE Energy

began investigating the SNAP2410

access point from Cirronet. The

SNAP2410 allows non-Ethernet serial

devices to be seamlessly connected to

Ethernet networks—which is exactly

what was required for this application.

The SNAP takes unformatted serial data

from non-Ethernet remote devices,

encapsulates the data in an Ethernet

datagram, and transmits it on an

Ethernet network to server-based or

client-based applications. For data flow

from devices on an Ethernet network,

the SNAP extracts the payload data from

the Ethernet datagram and transmits it to

the appropriate non-Ethernet remote

device based on the Ethernet destina-

tion address. The SNAP causes non-

Ethernet remote devices to appear as

nodes on the network with either indi-

vidual IP addresses, or as individual port

numbers under the IP address of the

SNAP. While testing was taking place,

Cirronet released TCP/IP firmware for

the SNAP that allowed it to work with

standard Winsock routines, eliminating

the need for any modification to existing

network-based applications.

Cirronet’s SNAP2410X network

access point communicates with a

HopNet 3010 remote radio transmitting

the RS-232 serial communications from

GE Energy’s T-MAP™ 3100 system over a

460-kbps data link. The SNAP2410X

remote transceiver is housed in a NEMA

4X (IP 66) rated enclosure, and can be

mounted up to 300 feet from the net-

work connection. A T-MAP™ 2230 used

to monitor local substation weather data

(that is. temperature, relative humidity,

wind speed and direction, precipitation

and solar radiation) is also running on

the same link. The SNAP is connected to

the VPN link in the equipment shed and

appears as a node on the customer’s

network. Data from the T-MAP’s is sent

from the SNAP to GE Energy’s monitor-

ing application program running on a

SQL server in the customer’s central

monitoring location. The application

makes this information available to

authorized users on the network. The

SNAP is set up to use port numbers to

address each remote T-MAP, thus

requiring a single IP address for each

substation—an important consideration

of the customer’s IT department.

GE Energy’s equipment analysis

software was used to pre-configure sen-

sors and diagnostics. The T-MAP’s mon-

itoring software application—running

on a SQL server connected to the cor-

porate network—gathers data from the

more than thirty digital and analog sen-

sors, and makes it available online,

either periodically or for polling when-

ever needed. The real-time data, alarm

information, and parameters collected

by T-MAP™ technology are viewed

remotely from a PC on the corporate

network hundreds of miles away. The

diagram on p 54 shows how GE

Energy’s TMS systems interfaced with

the Cirronet radios to link up with the

corporate Ethernet.

Leveraging the technology
TMS and wireless radios to provide

future Currently, the system is monitoring

roughly five percent of the power com-

pany’s transformers. Now that the capa-

bility of GE’s TMS, coupled with that of

Cirronet’s wireless radios, has been

demonstrated in the challenging RF envi-

ronment of an electrical substation, it is

expected the power provider will lever-

age this technology to monitor addition-

al transformers at other substations.

Clearly, GE Energy has provided its client

with a reliable and cost-effective solution

to a critical business need. ■■■

{applied
solutions}

This diagram shows how the GE Energy’s TMS T-MAP™ (Transformer-Maintenance
Action Planner) systems interfaced with the Cirronet SNAP2410 radios to link up
with the corporate Ethernet.
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Automated water management system
reduces engine test bench shutdowns 

Guenter Randolf, Ph.D., Manager and Susanne Spiessberger, Ph.D., Technical Executive,
GRandalytics, Gmunden. Austria

the challenge faced by the

Austrian Magna subsidiary company

Engineering Center Steyr GmbH & Co.

KG was that of automating the monitor-

ing and control of two coolant circula-

tion systems for engine test benches. All

operations of the water treatment plant,

such as surveillance of the water level

and water supply, switching the softener

container, and initiating regeneration,

needed to be registered and controlled

by the new system.

The solution  they chose was a sys-

tem based on National Instruments‘

FieldPoint 2000 intelligent, distributed I/O

and LabVIEW Real-Time software. The

system ensures stability and enhances

reliability and compactness due to the

capability it provides to directly integrate

sensors without signal conditioning.

Continuous data acquisition offers com-

plete documentation, and the system can

be monitored at any workstation via

Ethernet and a Web browser.

Reasons behind the change
Engineering Center Steyr decided to

install its new water management system

because of the high utilization of its

existing coolant facility. In test benches

for combustion engines, water cooling is

essential for operating the heat exchang-

er of the main cooling system and the

eddy current brake. Closed or semi-

closed cooling cycles reduce water con-

sumption and increase economic effi-

ciency. However, in semi-closed sys-

tems, additives and particles evaporate

more slowly than water, causing the

water’s impurity and electrical conduc-

tivity to increase. At certain levels of con-

ductivity, some water has to be replaced

by conditioned water (desalination). 

Cooling systems, such as micro

controller-equipped units for softening

or conductivity control, are widely

spread throughout the facility. However,

these stand-alone solutions will not act

together sufficiently. Therefore, an inno-

vative, overall control setup was

designed that meets the given demands. 

The new system 
FieldPoint 2000 was selected to ensure

high reliability and expandability of the

controlling unit, and because it offered a

short code development time. Each

bank consists of one dual-channel termi-

nal base with 4x PT100, 4x 4-20mA, and

2x 0-10V input channels, and one 16x

digital output module. The user can save

data locally on the control unit, provid-

FIG. 1: Block diagram of the water management system.
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ing an easy data upload to a local serv-

er. A user interface runs on the local

server to provide information about the

current and historical status, and can be

used to request an upload or download

of data. Figure 1 shows the block dia-

gram of the setup.

The control unit that was devel-

oped performs several tasks, including

monitoring of water level, temperature,

pump pressure, conductivity, the supply

of softened water, water hardness con-

trol, and regeneration of the softening

unit.  The same master unit controls both

of the independent cooling cycles, and

in case of emergency, each water treat-

ment unit can supply both cooling sys-

tems. All relevant measurement data is

logged automatically, which enables the

deduction of important trends like the

connection between water consumption

and temperature. 

Each cooling unit is equipped with

sensors for conductivity, water con-

sumption, water level (ultrasonic), tem-

perature, and pressure. Additional sen-

sors (e.g., hardness and pH-value) can

be embedded easily. 

To guarantee high-quality refill

water, each facility uses a twin tank alter-

nating softening system. If one tank is

substantially depleted after dispensing

the specified water volume, it is

switched to a regeneration status while

the other tank continues to supply water.

Since the required amount of refill water

varies with cooling power, temperature,

and so on, the capacity of the softening

unit must consider even peak require-

ments. By using a new innovative con-

trolling system, the unit can be scaled

down to cover the average need. 

Unlike many of the conventional

controlling units, the new system

enables subsequent regeneration only if

the brine is ready. If a sufficient amount

of time isn't provided for regeneration of

the brine, hard water will enter the sys-

tem, causing fatal consequences such as

calcification of the pipes and hot sur-

faces on the breaks and heat exchang-

ers. Settings for either one or two brine

barrels provide the fastest regeneration

without any risk of overrunning the sys-

tem. The required hardness of feed-

water can be achieved through calculat-

ing the overall water hardness and oper-

ating a bypass valve accordingly.

Software features
A watchdog function periodically checks

the regeneration process and valves. If a

measurement channel provides out-of-

range data, a warning or error condition

arises. In this case, a snapshot of all

parameters is stored and an alarm (flash-

ing light and horn) is activated. The opti-

cal/acoustical signal is latched until it is

acknowledged. To prevent loss of infor-

mation due to a power failure, important

data like regeneration phase or valve

positions are periodically stored in a
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FIG. 2: Screen capture of the user interface.
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temporary file on the flash RAM of the

controller. After the device has been

rebooted, the temporary file supplies all

the information to the controller, which

continues operating at the point of inter-

ruption. The internal error is cleared

after each software cycle.

The online user interface (Figure 2)

enables monitoring of data, which is pro-

vided by the controller via DataSocket. In

online mode, the interface shows the

actual status of all channels, error mes-

sages, regeneration information, and

valve status.  In offline mode, it displays

charts and trends of historical data stored

in the database. By performing a request-

for-data, the latest information is

uploaded from the FieldPoint 2000 flash

RAM to the database. Through the

LabVIEW HTTP server and CGI, both

interfaces can be operated by a Web

browser at any workstation. 

Several calibration parameters and

limits are stored in an initialization file.

Changes to settings are made at the local

server; thereafter, the user can request a

download of the new file to the con-

troller. The controller sends a request-for-

file with a local and remote file name to

the server, which transfers the file via FTP,

followed by an OK tag. The controller

checks the file for validation and replaces

the old initialization file, which allows a

safe update without interrupting the con-

troller. The upload of measurement data

is done similarly. For convenience, a new

file is created each month, and data com-

pression and automatic size check pre-

vent an out-of-memory on the controller.

An innovative solution
This new network-based water manage-

ment system works well, and provides

an innovative overall solution to replac-

ing the previous noninteracting con-

trollers. The reliability of the FieldPoint

controller, together with software safety

features, prevents system crashes that

can cause a considerable loss of pro-

duction time. Fully automated measure-

ments make the operation much more

convenient. In addition, they make it

more time and cost effective by lower-

ing personnel costs and downtime. 

The new system supports higher

water capacity at a good quality, reduc-

ing the number of shutdowns and fatal

consequences caused by high water

hardness. It also enhances flexibility as

each water treatment unit can supply

both cooling systems by cross switching.

Water is saved because the new system

prevents the complete draining of the

cooling basins. Furthermore, the modu-

lar setup of the system allows future,

low-cost expansion and adaptation with

regard to other facilities. Considering all

these factors, the user saves up to ten

percent of total costs. ■■■

{applied
solutions}
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Circle 36 on Control Solutions International RS Card
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Quick Connection for Field Devices
The time consuming task of assembling field
wireable connectors to sensors or cordsets is
eliminated with Quickon-One, a two-piece,
screwless
connection
system that
utilizes indus-
trialized IDC
contacts. The
integrated
IDC contacts,
which pro-
vide a gas
tight connection, eliminate the potential for
lost screws or stray copper strands during the
assembly process. 

Phoenix Contact Inc.
800-322-3225

www.phoenixcon.com
info@phoenixcon.com.

Counter/Totalizer/Event Dataloggers
The OM-CP-PULSE101 is a low-cost recording
device that will sense a pulse input or contact
closure from
external
sources such as
transducers or
pulse initiators
(gas, water, and
electric meters)
and transforms
those inputs
into engineering units. In addition, the device
allows storing user defined units such as gal-
lons/min as well as scale factors and offset val-
ues. This enables the user to easily linearize
and scale any transducer that provides a pulse
or contact closure output to any user required
units automatically. Price is $199.00.

Omega Engineering, www.omega.com/
DAS/pdf/OM-CP-PULSE101.pdf.

QUALITY STARTS HERE

“VIRTUAL WIRE”
TR550

8 CHANNEL WIRELESS
ANALOG I/O

For Wireless Data Transfer and
wireless on-off control of any
variable converted to V/mADC.

www.otekcorp.com
sales@otekcorp.com

TEL: 520-748-7900 FAX: 520-790-2808
Toll Free: 866-227-6835

Other Models:
TR500-510 Analog I/O
TR530 (8) Relays I/O
TR540 (8) Analog In/Relays Out

LIFETIME WARRANTY!

* Can be used as
stand alone
wired Data
Transmitter

* Receiver has
OFFSET, SCALE,
HI-LO limits and
FAIL-SAFE

*  Also available in
Sanitary and
Explosion Proof
housings.

NEMA 4X Mount

NEW

*12 Bit Analog Inputs

*12 Bit Analog Outputs

*RS232/485 Serial I/O

*Selectable Baud Rate

*916.5MHz/Licenseless
*Range: 300 Ft. Indoor

               600 Ft. Outdoor
*Hysterisis:

           +1% of FS
Miniature Case

Circle 40 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card Circle 38 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card Circle 39 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card

Circle 41 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card

PC-Based Measurement &

Automation

Fully compatible with National

Instruments™ easy-to-use LabVIEW™

hardware programming interface.

Big Selection &

Low Prices !

Largest Selection

of PCI BUS

Circuit Specialists, Inc.

www.CircuitSpecialists.comwww.CircuitSpecialists.com

Details & Ordering @

1-800-528-1417 Fax:480-464-5824

Since 1971

Circle 37 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card
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Connect pushbuttons to DeviceNet
The FDN20 DeviceNet station connects push-
buttons to a DeviceNet™ network. The
FDN20-4S-4XSG-E is the perfect pushbutton
solution. It is
compact, rug-
ged, and inex-
pensive, and
has a built-in
DeviceNet
eurofast® con-
nector. The
device easily
fits into any standard pushbutton enclosure.
Mounting the FDN20 is easy. Simply drill a
hole in the center of the bottom of the push-
button enclosure. The FDN20's DeviceNet™

eurofast connector is then inserted into the
hole and the lock nut is tightened. 

Interlink BT, 763-694-2300, 888-546-5880.
www.interlinkbt.com 
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Benchtop Controller with Ethernet 
The CSi8D Series Benchtop Controller is built
around OMEGA's iSeries family of meters
and controllers, and features optional Ether-
net connectivity.
This pre-wired
ready-to-go unit
features a por-
table, rugged,
metal case with
tilting handle. Its
totally program-
mable color displays feature larger than nor-
mal digits that indicate setpoint and process
simultaneously. The universal sensor input is
field programmable to work with most stan-
dard T/Cs, RTDs and voltage or current sig-
nals. The unit operates on 90 to 240 VAC at
50/60 Hz. Price starts at $685. 

Omega Engineering, Info@omega.com
www.omega.com, 203-359-1660.

Miniature Electronic Ice Point
The MCJ converts thermocouple voltages into
0°C referenced signals, for use with DMMs,
voltage recorders and other electronic devices.
The signals from the MCJ
can be converted to tempera-
tures, using the standard tem-
perature-mV tables. It is com-
patible with any standard
thermocouple connec-
tor or jack; use ordinary
copper wire to connect
from the MCJ to any instrumenta-
tion for precise ice point referenced readings.
Additional features include: ±1°C stability over
entire 10 to 45°C operating range is assured
through the computer designed solid state cir-
cuit; Weight < 2 oz (57 g), and dimensions: 75
H x 25 W x 13 mm D (2.94 x 1 x 0.5”).

Omega, http://www.omega.com/
ppt/pptsc.asp?ref=MCJ&Nav=temk05.

Ethernet I/O Made Easy
• Significantly lower cost than a PLC or I/O

cards for M2M applications.
• Takes only minutes to set-up.
• No programming required. 
• All software and communi-

cation drivers included.

The JNIOR (‘junior’) easi-
ly connects digital,
analog and serial sig-
nals to your Ethernet
network that can be
viewed and controlled
via a web browser or from
your own application. 

Visit us at http://www.integpg.com for more
information.

INTEG process group, inc.
11279 Perry Highway, Suite 502

Wexford, PA  15090
724-933-9350, sales@integpg.com.

Circle 45 on CS Int’l Reader Service CardCircle 60 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card Circle 47 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card

Circle 46 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card

Circle 44 on CS Int’l Reader Service CardCircle 42 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card

webDAQ/100™

complete system in a box with
computer, DAQ, ethernet, 

web server, FTP, e-mail
500 KHz, 32 Channels, 12 Bits

plus 8 waveform outputs

$ 995
Call 1-800-234-4232
or visit us at
www.cectp.com/cos

C

Distributed Data Acquisition !

Now with

Modbus protocol

and limit alarms!

Circle 43 on CS Int’l Reader Service Card

FLAT PANEL MONITORS 
Flat panel monitors for process and industrial
control.
Available
in a variety
of sizes
and config-
urations
including
touch
screens.
Direct con-
nection to
any PC or Workstation platform.  No special
software, hardware, cables required.  Full
industrial ratings.  ISA booth 2057 new prod-
ucts include Class I Division 2 ratings and NFI
touchscreens.

Christensen Display Products
www.christensendisplay.com, 425-222-3800,

FAX: 425-222-3802.
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Industrial Ethernet switch is 
tough enough for the military
The EB-GT-8ES-1EP is an extended
power, 8-port switch rated for MIL-STD-
1275. These Ethernet switches offer pro-
tection against over voltage, power dips,
and power spikes as large at 250 V. The
packaging is IP67 rated against water,
oil, dust, and is vibration and corrosion
resistant. It has been certified for marine
and offshore use, is reliable in conditions
of -40 to 60°C, and provides 1 million
hours MTBF. This fieldbus style, real-time
Ethernet switch mounts directly onto a
machine or vehicle, with no additional
enclosure required. This allows for a
number of mounting possibilities and
provides reduced installation costs and
deterministic control. 

SIXNET, www.sixnetio.com.
Circle 102 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

The BX Controller fills gap for low- to 
mid-range machine control
The IP20 rated BX Controller is positioned between

Beckhoff’s IP20 rated BC
and CX controllers in both
price and functionality, and
uses the same type of low-
cost bus terminal I/O mod-
ules. The complete line,
including high-end PC
based systems, is pro-
grammed with TwinCAT

IEC1131-3 PLC and Motion software. Other highlights of the
new controller include: standard fieldbus port for Profibus,
DeviceNet, Ethernet TCP/IP, CANopen, and RS232/RS485;
standard RS232/RS485 port; built-in SSB bus for peer to
peer and HMI communications; built-in display with naviga-
tion button for diagnostics, troubleshooting and configura-
tion; real-time clock; and multitasking capability.

Beckhoff, www.beckhoffautomation.com.
Circle 101 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Multi-functional, configurable safety relay 
The new Telemecanique® Preventa™ XPS-MCA multifunctional, config-

urable safety relay complies with global machine safety
standards. The unit is said to be a practical and afford-
able alternative to safety PLCs because it doesn't require
replacing legacy PLCs to achieve compliance. The safety
relay, which is designed for applications requiring multi-
ple simultaneous safety functions, features 22 certified
safety functions for applications that must conform to
category 4 of EN 954-1. These functions, which include
monitoring of emergency stops, guards, two-hand con-

trol, coded magnetic switches, zero speed detection, safety mats or
security light curtains, can be configured with XPS MCWIN software run-
ning under Windows. Two versions of the relay are available—with either
16 or 32 safety inputs and eight outputs. It is available with plug-in con-
nectors fitted with either screw or spring terminals.

Schneider Electric, www.us.SquareD.com, www.us.telemecanique.com
or www.us.schneider-electric.com.

Circle 106 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Low-profile, high-efficiency brushless dc motor
The 000-0362 high-performance brushless dc motor is suitable for applications where
high power needs to be efficiently produced in very limited space. Designed with an
operating voltage of 28 V, this motor is capable of delivering in excess of 45 oz-in of con-
tinuous torque. This is accomplished in a 1.85-in. profile and a motor diameter of 4.2
inches. The motor, which can achieve an efficiency of 85% at its load point, uses Hall-
Effect sensors, though other drive-specific commutation methods can be used.

Servo Magnetics Inc., www.servomag.com.
Circle 103 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Self-contained, 100A current monitor
In many applications you need to know if a load is
active or not, and provide this information to an
indicator or PLC for further processing. In the past,
an auxiliary power supply and a current transformer
were used. Now, this can be done with the DIA53
Series current monitoring relay with a solid-state
output. In a DIN rail mount housing 17.5 mm wide
with a 12mm through-hole, the DIA53 is self-pow-
ered and capable of monitoring up to 100A ac with
an isolated transistor output. Current monitoring
ranges are available for: 2-20A, 5-50A and 10-100A
ac. To minimize inventory, it can be wired for NPN
or PNP switching. A red LED visually indicates an
alarm condition. 

Carlo Gavazzi, www.gavazzionline.com.
Circle 105 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Microsoft .NET Connected Global Enterprise
Asset Management solution
Avantis.PRO Release 4.0 combines asset management
with Microsoft-based technologies to deliver asset
intelligence across enterprises that span multiple loca-
tions and geographies—supporting business units that
operate both autonomously and collaboratively within
the global enterprise. Consolidated operations and
maintenance business intelligence over the entire
enterprise enables efficiencies and cost savings in the
areas of maintenance, inventory, procurement and
invoicing. Avantis Release 4.0 offers a rich user interface
and the functional depth of traditional client-server
desktop solutions with the low-cost deployment of
Web-based applications. 

Invensys’ Avantis, www.avantis.net.
Circle 104 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card

Expert system gives access 
to Greg Shinskey’s know-how
A new expert system, the Control Consultant, is
now an integral part of ExperTune’s PlantTriage
product. The system has captured the know-how of
process control expert Greg Shinskey, allowing
engineers to tap into and gain the benefit of his
experience. Explains Expertune founder and presi-
dent John Gerry: “Many of our clients have very
subtle and often misleading symptoms from their
automation systems, and often don't have enough
time to solve many of the problems found in oper-
ating plants. We developed the Control Consultant
to assist them in getting the right answers as fast as
possible, and tests have shown that it is invaluable
for engineers and managers seeking to wring the
last drop of profit out of plants of all ages and types.”

ExperTune Inc., www.expertune.com.
Circle 107 on Control Solutions Int’l RS Card
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Linux above and below the board
Wayne Labs 

Senior Technical Editor

ired of endless security updates, new virus definitions—

sometimes three in 36 hours, proprietary code that can’t be fixed

until the vendor decides it’s time to patch it? 

One alternative is Linux. This less-vulnerable operating sys-

tem is beginning to get some well-deserved respect from both

the enterprise level and the embedded level, and there’s even

some adoption at the desktop level, where illicit user software

add-ons, screensavers, and infected email reign supreme.

During his LinuxWorld 2004 keynote address, Ross Mauri,

IBM vice president technology and strategy explained why his

company embraced this open source OS. “In 2000,” said Mauri,

“IBM saw the potential of Linux to disrupt the IT industry. Linux

was modular, it was elegant and it ran on any hardware archi-

tecture. To developers and the customers who were drawn to it,

Linux represented freedom…freedom from lock-in, from any

one vendor controlling the industry’s destiny and the choices

available to customers.”1

Mauri went on to cite statistics from the various research

groups that indicate Linux is, without question, on the move.

Gartner, he said, reported that 45% of mid-sized businesses are

using Linux or experimenting with it. IDC projected that Linux

server shipments will grow at a CAGR of 28% through 2007. A

SG Cowen survey of more that 500 IT users in North America

found Linux was in use at nearly 80% of their sites—with 72% on

servers and 15% on desktops.

Besides normal number crunching applications, Linux  finds

use in a host of other powerful applications. For example, Locus

Pharmaceuticals conducts research and drug design for HIV,

AIDS, and other viral infectious diseases. They have an existing

2.3 teraflop supercomputing infrastructure, and when they need

more, they tap into Linux clusters at IBM’s Deep Computing

Capacity on Demand center.

At the other end of the Linux world is the embedded de-

vice. You may be familiar with TiVo, the set-top TV recorder that

runs on Linux. In addition, Linux is showing up in PDAs, hand-

helds, cell phones, wireless gear, media players, radar systems,

airplane navigation, and is finding its way into industrial devices

as well. Check out Opto 22’s recent SNAP-ARL-ASDS OEM I/O

family, which is based on a Linux I/O processor. Not that Opto

is the only game in town. Sixnet’s SixTRAK IPm Open DCS con-

troller (www.sixnetio.com) is another example that I covered in

this column in November, 2002, and Charlie Breen, recently re-

tired CEO of Comark Corp., showed me a few years ago an I/O

controller with an embedded Linux OS.

Opto is seriously committed to Linux. Says its vice president

of engineering, Mark Engman, “The SNAP OEM I/O hardware

clearly reflects Opto 22’s commitment to using standard, open

technologies in developing its products. By providing complete

user programmability for the I/O interface, along with multiple

process support and diverse communications capabilities, SNAP

OEM I/O can effectively augment, or in some cases even re-

place, the functionality of a PC or PLC in many environments.” 

The United States Postal Service uses more than 6,000 Linux

computers running OCR to read envelope addresses. Mercedes-

Benz AG uses Linux to develop new electronic systems for

Mercedes cars like ESP (Electronic Stability Program). And my

point to all of this is, you could be using Linux to, well, you tell

me. The possibilities in industrial automation and control—possi-

bilities both above and below the board level—are only limited by

your imagination. ■■■
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1LinuxLine, February, 2004, IBM: http://www-1.ibm.com/linux/linuxline/
feb04/unstoppable.shtml.
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MOUSE-TRAK Industrial

Thousands installed in process control 
applications where the environment is tougher
than the average control room.

Retaining the ergonomics features of the
MOUSE-TRAK Professional and adding a
super tough Xenoy plastic case and 
conformally coated circuit assembly, the
MOUSE-TRAK Industrial is so tough that our
President threw one out of a private plane
from 500 feet to prove that it would still work. 

It did.

Sealed Dome MOUSE-TRAK

ITAC’S newest solution to user input needs
where the environment is just too tough for
anything else.

It’s less precise than our trackballs, but this
unit can handle whatever you want to spill on
it. Provides more tactile feedback than other
sealed input devices. NEMA 4 capable 
when it leaves our factory and still NEMA 4
capable after you have installed it.

Designed to be mounted in a control panel
and will work at any mounting angle.

Whether you need commercial grade reliability 

combined with reduced RSI risk in the control room, 

out and out ruggedness with outstanding precision, or a mouse that can simply handle 

just about any environment imaginable, there is a MOUSE-TRAK™ to fit your needs.

MOUSE-TRAK Professional

Thousands delivered with systems in control
rooms throughout the world. Outstanding 
reliability and ergonomics designed to
reduce the risk of Repetitive Stress Injuries.

MOUSE-TRAK Professional offers good
ergonomics and a considerable step up in
reliability over consumer mice and trackballs.
This is why some of the biggest suppliers in
the process automation industry ship 
MOUSE-TRAKs with their systems.

New!

Circle 49 on Control Solutions 
International RS Card
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© 2003 Banner Engineering Corp., Minneapolis, MN

U-GAGE®: Banner’s 
Industry-leading
Technology
for Ultrasonic
Sensors

Extremely Accurate
Measurement
� Ranges from 30 mm to 8 m.
� Sensing resolution from 0.1% to 0.25% of

sensing distance.
� Sophisticated microprocessor control ensures

consistent performance.
� Temperature compensated models available. 

Incredibly Easy to Use
� Fast push-button

programming of custom
sensing windows.

� Can be programmed
remotely via TEACH
wire.

� Configuration for direct
liquid level control available.

Amazingly Versatile
� Microprocessor sets an infinite number of

ranges and sensing windows.
� One model can replace hundreds of older

style ultrasonics.
� Variety of analog and discrete outputs

available.
� Unique housing styles and mounting

options for your application.

Solve Difficult Sensing Problems
� Inherently immune to color differences and

light interference.
� Designed to survive hostile environments.
� Ideal for clear material applications.

Learn more at:
www.bannerengineering.com/ugage

bannerengineering.com

Introducing 
ultrasonic sensors
that think as well 

as they hear.

Circle 50 on Control Solutions International RS Card
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